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In this thesis, we study the downlink scheduling performance of 
an IEEE 802.11-based roadside Access Point(AP). When mult i -
ple moving vehicles enter the AP's coverage range, they contend 
for AP's resources and thus the AP needs to determine the order 
of serving each vehicle. Throughput and Fairness are two im-
portant considerations for determining the scheduling order. I f 
System Throughput Maxvrnization is the sole consideration, be-
cause of the heterogeneities in antenna gains and speeds of the 
moving vehicles, vehicles which experience good channel condi-
tions or have high-gain antennas wi l l have a higher probabi l i ty 
for successful packet receptions. As such, these "strong" vehi-
cles may get disproportionally high share of air-t ime from the 
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AP. Vehicles which experience poor channel conditions or have 
a weaker receiver, e.g. lower antenna gain, are less competi t ive 
and they have less oppor tun i ty to be served by the AP. I n other 
words, "weak" vehicles can get l i t t le or no serving oppor tun i ty 
f rom the AP. This k ind of scheduling w i l l starve "weak" vehi-
cles, though system ut i l izat ion can be maximized. On the other 
hand, i f Fairness is the sole consideration, resources should be 
allocated among all the contending vehicles regardless of indi-
v idua l vehicle's channel conditions. For instance, typical I E E E 
802.11 scheduling a lgor i thm is based on such per-packet fairness. 
However, this scheduling method suffers f rom a wel l-known Per-
formance Anomaly problem[9] in the context of Dr ive- thru Net-
works. I n part icular , system ut i l izat ion is greatly affected by 
the low-data-rate vehicles at the fringe area. 
I n this thesis, we propose a novel scheduling a lgor i thm called 
VEhicu lar Context-Aware Downstream Scheduling( VECADS). 
B y exploi t ing the real-t ime vehicular context including the po-
sit ion, speed and cumulat ive data received by each vehicle, the 
scheduler can get up-to-date in format ion to determine an ap-
propr iate scheduling order. The design objective of VECADS is 
to strike a better balance between System Throughput and Fair-
ness among heterogeneous dr ive- thru vehicles. The performance 
ii 
of VECADS is evaluated v ia extensive NS2 simulations using 
real-world vehicular traff ic traces. Results show tha t vehicular 
context in format ion can help to simultaneously improve System 
Throughput and Fairness and avoid starvat ion of "weak" vehi-
cles. Using our proposed scheduler, the Jain's Index becomes 
0.895 compared w i t h the Jain's Index of 0.727 for MV-MAX. 
Also, there is a slight improvement(7%) on the System Through-
put by using our scheduler compared w i t h tha t of MV-MAX. 
iii 
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Dr ive- thru Internet Systems are systems in which vehicles can 
access to the Internet v ia roadside Access Points(APs) when 
they are moving along the roads. The APs are operated in 
I E E E 802.11 and they provide free Internet access services for 
clients as usual. These systems can be applied to streets in cities 
or highways between towns. Traffic flows on the roads in these 
systems can be huge. Content ion for AP's resources is l ikely to 
happen when mul t ip le vehicles are w i t h i n the AP's coverage. 
Some experimental measurements on Dr ive- thru Internet Sys-
tems have been done[15, 21, 16, 11, 10]. They are related to 
Throughput measurements. In part icular, Dav id Hadaller et 
al. in [10] have given a detailed analysis on the factors affect-
ing downl ink performance when a moving vehicle passing an A P 
coverage. Some researchers have focused on improv ing Through-
1 
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put by means of leveraging association process using GPS-coded 
signal h is tory informat ion[12] , shortening in i t ia l i za t ion t ime[2], 
prefetching data for users in the APs[12] and tun ing t ransmi t 
rates adapt ive ly for the mobi le users[2]. Besides, some researchers 
have found the op t ima l solut ion on max imiz ing Throughput v ia 
correct placements of the APs[32] and the correct selection of 
the A P to associate w i t h f rom a number of APs[3 . 
Recently, I E E E 8 0 2 . l i p has been proposed for vehicular clients 
t o have fast In ternet access services and robust connections to 
the roadside APs i n Dr i ve - th ru Internet Systems. Pr imar i ly , 
I E E E 8 0 2 . l i p is designed for publ ic safety for d r i v ing and later 
i t provides In ternet access services. I t uses licensed 5.9GHz fre-
quency band. I t promotes vehic le- to- in f rast ructure(V2R) and 
vehic le- to-vehic le(V2V) communicat ions. I E E E 8 0 2 . U p makes 
use of nearby vehicles, so i f a vehicle is not in an AP ' s coverage, 
the vehicle can s t i l l get data th rough forward ing by other vehi-
cles. Note tha t I E E E 8 0 2 . U p is s t i l l in draf t and not standard-
ized at all. There are less I E E E 8 0 2 . l i p deployments compared 
w i t h t ha t of I E E E 802.11b/g. 
Most of the above works consider the in teract ion between a road-
side A P and a mov ing vehicle only. They do not consider re-
source content ion f rom mul t ip le vehicles. 
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Our focus is different f rom pr ior work. We consider u rban high-
density deployment scenarios where mul t ip le vehicles contend 
for system resources as opposed to sparse, single-vehicle drive-
t h r u si tuat ions. We study the interplay between vehicular t raf f ic 
behavior and Mu l t i p l e Access C o n t r o l ( M A C ) by examin ing the 
bytes downloaded by each vehicle per t h r u in downl ink. I n [7], 
we have done analy t ica l s tudy under the assumption of using 
basic I E E E 802.11 w i t h round-rob in scheduler at the AP. We 
also consider heterogeneities in signal profi le experienced by the 
vehicles. There are different types of vehicles. Norma l vehi-
cles mean the cumulat ive bytes received(per vehicle per drive-
th ru ) is roughly equal to the expectat ion resulted f rom having 
normal speed and having normal-gain antennas. "Strong" ve-
hicles mean having the cumulat ive bytes received much more 
t han the normal expectat ion resulted f rom their s low-moving 
behavior and /o r high-gain nature in antennas. "Weak" vehicles 
mean having the cumulat ive bytes received much lower t han 
the norma l expectat ion resulted f rom their fast-moving behav-
ior and /o r low-gain nature in antennas. We want to improve 
System Throughput whi le avoiding the starvat ion of any vehicle 
under the considerat ion of the heterogeneities of vehicles. 
For boosting the System Throughput We t ry to find out the 
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feasibi l i ty of exp lo i t ing vehicular context in fo rmat ion such as 
vehicles' speeds, posit ions and their cumulat ive bytes received 
so far to influence the scheduling process. To contrast w i t h the 
oppor tun is t ic schedulers in cellular networks, which p r imar i l y 
make use of signal strengths received by mobi le clients to tune 
the t ransmi t rates in the APs, our system can leverage the more 
predictable behavior and impact of the vehicular context. 
Fur thermore, we take Fairness in to account in designing our 
AP，s downl ink scheduler to str ike a bet ter balance between Sys-
tem Throughput and Fairness. For our design, we focus on the 
Outcome Fairness. We t r y to help "weak" vehicles to get the 
AP ' s resources and avoid starvat ion. 
To achieve High System Throughput while providing Fairness in 
AP 's downl ink scheduling under content ion si tuat ions, we de-
sign a novel a lgor i thm called VEh icu la r Context -Aware Down-
stream Scheduling( VECADS). Our work is targeted for users in 
D r i ve - th ru In ternet Systems on highways. The s i tuat ion is i l lus-
t ra ted in Figure 1.1. VECADS exploits vehicular feedback con-
tex t in fo rmat ion l ike vehicles' speeds, locations, signal strengths 
and cumulat ive appl icat ion bytes received to improve System 
Throughput. Moreover, an A P under VECADS w i l l adjust the 
scheduling order to help “weak，，vehicles i f needed in order to 
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Figure 1.1: Highway Scenario for Drive-thru Internet 
avoid s tarv ing and as a result improve Fairness. We implement 
VECADS in NS2 and conduct extensive simulat ions using real-
life vehicular t raf f ic traces to evaluate its performance. 
Specifically, the contr ibut ions of the thesis include: 
1. We per form analysis on real mob i l i t y traces collected f rom 
1-80 Highway in Berkeley, Cal i fornia, USA and run trace-
dr iven simulat ions to evaluate scheduling performance of 
I E E E 802.11 to serve as a baseline for comparison. 
2. We propose a new scheduling a lgor i thm called VEh icu la r 
Contex t -Aware Downstream Scheduling( VECADS), wh ich 
makes use of the vehicular context to help downl ink schedul-
ing process. Instead of focusing only on System Throughput 
Maximization, VECADS also takes Fairness in to account. 
I n par t icu lar , we t r y to help "weak" vehicles to get AP ' s 
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resources and avoid starvat ion. 
3. We propose a receiver-based rate adaptat ion a lgor i thm based 
on the received signal powers of Beacon frames in the pres-
ence of channel fading to leverage the automat ic M A C b i t 
rate selection process in dynamic environments. 
4. We s tudy the system performance w i t h various downl ink 
schedulers under the effect of heterogeneities in vehicles' 
speeds and antenna gains. The differences can lead to dif-
ferent signal profiles received by al l the vehicles and thus 
difference in cumulat ive bytes received by the vehicles. 
The organizat ion of th is thesis is as follows: Related work and 
background in fo rmat ion are included in Chapter 2. Analysis 
on the real-l ife mob i l i t y t raf f ic traces and related baseline sim-
ulat ions using I E E E 802.11 M A C are discussed in Chapter 3. 
The design and implementa t ion of the VECADS scheme are in-
cluded in Chapter 4. Performance evaluat ion of VECADS is 
per formed in Chapter 5. Conclusions and Discussion are given 
in Chapter 6. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
I n this chapter, we w i l l f irst give some background informat ion. 
Then, we w i l l discuss the related work in Dr ive- thru Internet 
Systems. I t includes researches in Delay-Tolerant Networks, dif-
ferent scheduling algorithms and rate adaptat ion algorithms in 
vehicular networks. 
2.1 Background 
2.1.1 Tools for Analyzing Vehicles' Speeds, Traffic Flows 
and Densities 
There is a basic relationship among average vehicular flow, aver-
age speed of vehicles and average density of vehicles on a single 
7 
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road[8]. The equat ion is: 
q = kv (2.1) 
k represents the average vehicle's density wh ich is the to ta l num-
ber of vehicles on the road in one distance un i t ; v represents the 
average speed of vehicles t ravel l ing on the road in one t ime un i t ; 
q represents the average traf f ic flow which describes the to ta l 
number of vehicles passing a fixed po in t in a t ime un i t . 
Greenshields[46] studied the relat ionship between speed and den-
sity. He captured the mot ions of passing vehicles by a movie 
camera located 350 feet away f rom the road. He analyzed the 
frames of the captured f i lms and obtained the relevant data. He 
p lo t ted speed-density graph and found tha t speed and density 
fol low a l inear relat ionship. Later, he proposed the f irst macro-
scopic t raf f ic model related to speed and density: 
… , ( 1 - A ) (2.2) 
Vf represents the vehicle's free-flow speed which means tha t the 
vehicle is mov ing along the road w i t hou t other vehicles; kjam 
represents the vehicle j a m density t ha t represents the density 
when traf f ic flow to ta l l y stops. Provided tha t some data pairs of 
V and k are known, we can p lot a graph related to Equat ion (2.2). 
we can also get free-flow speed Vf and vehicle j a m density kjam. by 
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observing the y- intercept and calculat ing the fo l lowing equat ion 
respectively. 
1 
2-1.2 Tools for Analyzing Bytes Received by the Ve-
hicles from an AP 
The works in [8，7] have investigated the ind iv idua l downl ink 
th roughput of each moving vehicle obtained f rom a roadside A P 
under the effect of resource contention. I n [8], W . L. Tan et 
al. have analyzed and modeled the average th roughput received 
by vehicles f rom an A P at the end of thei r connections and 
the d is t r ibu t ion of bytes received by al l vehicles f rom an A P 
at the end of thei r connections. The download processes are 
t reated as different Markov reward processes prov id ing tha t the 
selected Markov chains show consistency w i t h the traff ic flows. 
Detai led in fo rmat ion about the equations of the analyt ica l model 
is included in Append ix A and Append ix B. I n par t icu lar , Ap -
pendix A describes equations on calculat ing the average bytes 
received by the mov ing vehicles f rom a roadside AP. Append ix B 
includes equations on calculat ing the d is t r ibu t ion of t o ta l bytes 
received by each mov ing vehicle f rom a roadside AP. 
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2.1.3 Effort-Fairness vs Outcome-Fairness 
The authors in [57] have conducted a survey on compar ing dif-
ferent fairness scheduling algor i thms. Generally, these algo-
r i t hms can be d iv ided in to 2 categories, the Effort-Fairness and 
the Outcome-Fairness. Effort Fairness means that a sched-
uler tr ies to ma in ta in balance in a l locat ing resources to each 
flow according to each respective weight. There are some rel-
at ive researches[58, 59, 60]. Most of t hem do not consider the 
transmission failures in t ime-vary ing wireless channel condit ions. 
Thus, they are impract ica l in reality. Outcome Fairness means 
tha t a scheduler tr ies to ma in ta in balance in appl icat ion through-
puts(goodputs) received by clients by al locat ing resources to 
each flow according to each respective weight. By checking good-
puts of the clients, the scheduler can serve clients in a much fair 
way as the transmission failures in wireless channel condit ions 
are considered. Some related researches for the Outcome Fair-
ness include [61, 62, 57 . 
2.1.4 Quantifying Fairness on the Bytes Received by 
the Vehicles from an AP 
For the resource al locat ion systems, we can use Jain's Index[47 
to measure quant i ta t i ve ly the fairness of al l the involved users 
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on receiving such resources. Suppose there are n users contend-
ing resources and the resources al located for user i is Xi. The 
expression of Jain's Index is: 
f (^工 工…）工i,…，工n) — o (2-4) 
Note tha t Xi is greater than or equal to 1 and the range of 
/ ( x i , X 2 , i s f rom 0 to 1. For a f ixed amount of al-
locat ing resources, the value of 1 in Jain's Index means tha t al l 
the users get equal amount of resources, i.e. Xi — X2 = . . . = 
I f Jain's Index approaches to 0 meaning tha t only 
a few users share the resources and a lot of users are starved. 
Therefore, fairness on al l the users cannot be maintained. 
I n our scenarios, a roadside A P allocates resources to a number 
of mov ing vehicles when they are inside the AP 's coverage. The 
al locat ion process for ind iv idua l vehicle ends when i t leaves the 
coverage and the to ta l bytes received remain unchanged after-
wards. As we s tudy the fairness on the cumulat ive bytes received 
by al l the vehicles, th is is actual ly the Outcome Fairness. We 
s imply use the cumulat ive data at the end of the simulat ions. 
We let n be the to ta l number of vehicles used in one simula-
t i on and let x i , Xn be the to ta l bytes received by the 
vehicular users 1, 2, . . . z , n respectively. 
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2.2 Delay-Tolerant Networks(DTNs) 
Delay-Tolerant Ne tworks (DTNs) , wh ich can also be interpreted 
as Disrupt ion-To lerant Networks, refer to the networks where 
wireless connections provided by the sparsely populated Road-
side Un i t (RSUs) are most ly discontinuous. I n such environ-
ment, communicat ions between nodes are less favored and end-
to-end wireless connect iv i ty between any two communicat ing 
nodes may not exist [35]. The t ime for t r ansm i t t i ng data f rom a 
source to reach a dest inat ion can be several hours or even sev-
eral days. D T N s can be appl ied to different fields like vehicular 
networks, sensor networks, m i l i t a r y and disaster recovery. I n ve-
hicular networks, mov ing vehicles can get data f rom RTUs like 
basestations or disconnected store-and-forward relays[19]. They 
can also get da ta th rough other mobi le vehicles by mu l t i -hop 
forwarding. Th is mob i le - to -mob i le (M2M) forward ing can bene-
f i t vehicles wh ich never meet RTUs on thei r routes. Dr i ve - th ru 
In ternet Systems are the par t icu lar D T N s in vehicular domain, 
we w i l l describe t hem in next section. Now, we introduce a fa-
mous D T N testbed called DieselNet. 
DieselNet is a sample D T N testbed which is located at Uni -
versi ty of Massachusetts, Amhers t ( M A ) , USA. I t consists of 
40 buses for experiments. Some DieselNefs researches include 
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13, 17, 34, 18]. A . Balasubramanian et al. in [13] have worked 
on performance improvement on web searching on buses. They 
deploy Thedu i n testbed DieselNet. Thedu consists of a proxy 
tha t helps forward queries f rom mobi le users on buses and pr i -
or i t i z ing any prefetched responses for users to download in any 
oppor tun is t ic connections. Ment ioned in [17], Thedu has even 
got ten addi t iona l performance improvement by explo i t ing the 
nearby mob i le - to -mob i le (M2M) routes. Apa r t f rom Thedu, the 
authors have developed a rou t ing protocol called RAP ID[？. 
B y repl icat ing packets tha t can maximize the marg ina l u t i l i t y 
for the whole system, rou t ing and th roughput performance can 
be improved under a specified rou t ing metr ic such as m in im iz ing 
average delay or m in im iz ing missed deadlines. I n [18], the au-
thors have proposed a l ink-layer protocol called ViFi t ha t min i -
mizes disrupt ions dur ing a connection by explo i t ing basestations 
diversity. They a im to improve the performance of interact ive 
appl icat ions for mov ing vehicles. Based on the observation tha t 
transmission losses are in burst , ViFi performs probabi l is t ic re-
laying on nearby basestations to ret ransmi t frames to vehicles. 
Note tha t the focus on D T N s is the s tudy of pa th diversi ty and 
feasibi l i ty to deliver data f rom a source to a dest inat ion in unfa-
vorable environments. Always, one node interacts w i t h another 
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node only. Th is means tha t a mov ing vehicle gets data freely 
f r om a RSU w i t h no resource contention. Th is is different f rom 
the Dr i ve - th ru Internet Systems. 
2.3 Drive-thru Internet Systems 
Dr i ve - th ru In ternet Systems describe the systems tha t vehicles 
can access to the Internet v ia roadside APs when they are mov-
ing along the roads. These systems can be appl ied to streets in 
cities or highways between towns. Dr i ve - th ru Internet Systems 
share some common features w i t h D T N s such as b o t h of them 
are ta l k ing about vehicular networks and RSUs exist for mov ing 
vehicles to get data, bu t they are s l ight ly different in nature. I n 
the Dr i ve - th ru In ternet Systems, the roads are well-covered by 
the coverages of the roadside APs. Mov ing vehicles can possibly 
ma in ta in wireless connections w i t h the APs and th is can facil i-
ta te continuous Internet access. Traff ic flows on the roads in the 
Dr i ve - th ru In ternet Systems can be huge. Content ion for AP 's 
resources are l ikely to happen when mul t ip le vehicles are w i t h i n 
the AP ' s coverage as opposed to the sparse, single-vehicle drive-
t h r u si tuat ions in DTNs . Now, we w i l l describe some researches 
in the Dr i ve - th ru Internet Systems. 
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M e a s u r e m e n t s o n t h e D r i v e - t h r u I n t e r n e t Sys tems 
There are a lot of papers related to exper imental measurements 
on Dr i ve - th ru Internet Systems[15, 21, 16, 11, 10]. J . 〇 t t et al. i n 
15] was the first one to carry out detai led evaluation. They per-
formed measurement studies on received T C P and U T P through-
puts f rom 2 roadside I E E E 802.11b APs when one vehicle ran 
along on a freeway. They also analyzed the effect of differ-
ent packet sizes and vehicle speeds. Apa r t f rom their works, 
16] has included bo th Vehicle-to-roadside(V2R) and Vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) measurements. Due to different fields of s tudying, 
they conclude tha t V 2 V distance, rate adaptat ion and the pres-
ence of l ine-of-sight for transmission and reception are the ma jo r 
factors on the received throughputs . [21] has studied UDP, T C P 
as wel l as web traff ic performance in an interference-free environ-
ment w i t h different vehicle speeds. They propose tha t for H T T P 
traff ic, request-response pairs are not beneficial to use over the 
wireless medium. These introduce overheads in sending data 
and affect the received throughputs. D. Hadaller et al. in [10 
have given a detai led analysis on the possible factors affecting 
th roughput performance of a moving vehicle get t ing data f rom a 
roadside AP. Impor tan t factors include lengthy in i t ia l i za t ion in 
the E n t r y Phase, slow-reacting M A C rate adapta t ion a lgor i thm 
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to the environment in the Produc t ion Phase and Ex i t phase and 
the early T C P t imeout in Ex i t phase. [20] has performed mea-
surement studies on APs ' upl inks in and near Boston using 9 
cars. The authors have analyzed the durat ions of M A C layer 
connect iv i t ies between different APs and vehicles as wel l as the 
disconnection periods w i t h no A P association can be made by 
the vehicles. They find tha t the median t ime for the connec-
t ions is 13s and the mean t ime for the disconnection periods is 
75s. [11] has studied the disconnection periods when moving 
vehicles are inside the AP ' s coverage. The disconnection peri-
ods are named as "gray per iods". The authors have collected 
exper imenta l data in Microsof t campus VanLAN i n Redmond, 
Wash ing ton (WA) , USA tha t consists of 11 basestations and 2 
mov ing shut t le vans. They conclude tha t "gray periods" are 
caused by a number of factors such as fluctuation of channel 
qua l i ty and inab i l i t y of the basestation to cover al l regions in i ts 
coverage. 
A l l the above works give us a general v iew on the Dr i ve - th ru 
In ternet Systems by means of quant i ta t ive experiments. They 
are very useful for analyzing and referencing when researchers 
are doing something simi lar in th is field. However, we need to 
po in t out t ha t al l the ment ioned studies ma in ly deal w i t h one 
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single vehicle passing a roadside AP. I n other words, they do 
not deal w i t h s i tuat ion of mul t ip le moving vehicles contending 
single AP 's resources at the same t ime. 
N e w P r o t o c o l s / D e s i g n s i n t h e D r i v e - t h r u I n t e r n e t Sys tems 
Quick WiFi and CTP have been proposed in [2]. Quick WiFi is 
an opt imized streamlined in i t ia l i za t ion process for mov ing vehi-
cles to connect to a roadside AP. I t shortens al l the required pro-
cesses to an average value of 366ms compared w i t h the average 
in i t ia l i za t ion t ime 12-13s of current I E E E 802.11 deployments. 
CTP is a t ranspor t layer protocol t ha t tr ies to tune the t ransmi t 
rates of senders f rom the Internet by means of prob ing packets in 
order to adapt to the receive rates of the mov ing vehicles. Also, 
by using proxies incorporated w i t h the roadside APs, any side-
effects caused by IP changing due to movements of vehicles and 
the incompat ib i l i t y of the related protocols can be hidden. Th is 
work provides a good insight for us and i t shows the v iab i l i t y of 
m in im iz ing the t ime in establishing connection in the context of 
the Dr i ve - th ru Internet Systems. However, th is s tudy is based 
on the random movements of 10 taxis in the Boston Cabernet 
testbed. Contro l led and systematic exper imental tests are ex-
pected to be carr ied out in order to get precise results. A p a r t 
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f r om this, we f ind tha t CTP is less adapt ive as i t can be con-
t ro l led by the senders f rom the Internet only. 
12] has suggested the uses of scr ipted handoff and prefetch-
ing to improve th roughputs received by mov ing vehicles f rom 
the roadside APs. Scripted handoff refers to the use of histor i-
cal GPS-coded signal s t rength data in s tar t ing the association. 
Prefetching refers to the stor ing of the requested data in the 
A P and the cooperat ion between APs in del iver ing the data 
to the vehicles. Mapp ing between GPS in fo rmat ion w i t h the 
signal strengths of APs received can help mov ing vehicles get 
add i t iona l i n fo rmat ion on association. Th is can save energy for 
scanning nearby APs and increases the chance of successful as-
sociation. As a result, received th roughputs of mov ing vehicles 
can also be improved. However, the approach of using histor i -
cal data is l im i ted to those known and evaluated routes. I t is 
unl ike ly t ha t mov ing vehicles using new routes can beneficial 
f rom scr ipted handoff. For the prefetching funct ion, i t needs to 
change the implementat ions of a number of APs. i t is inconve-
nient and imprac t ica l for doing so. 
Op t im iza t i on approach to the s tudy of the Dr i ve - th ru Internet 
Systems includes [3, 32]. I n [3], the authors have considered a 
vehicle associates to an appropr iate roadside A P f rom a n i im-
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ber of APs as an op t im iza t ion problem. I n par t icu lar , i f some 
vehicles have already associated to an AP, a new coming vehicle 
should associate to another A P tha t has no or less associated 
clients. Th is can share the burden of resource content ion in 
AP-p lane and can increase the cumulat ive received th roughpu t 
of the new coming vehicle. The authors have also considered 
propor t iona l fairness in the op t im iza t ion problem. I n [32], the 
authors have studied the placements of roadside APs using op-
t im iza t ion technique. They a im to find out an op t ima l solut ion 
tha t max imiz ing the contact t ime or distance of roadside APs 
for each mov ing vehicle. They fur ther extend th is concept to an-
alyze the average th roughputs for the si tuat ions of having single 
and mul t ip le vehicles. These two works are related to associa-
t i on selection of A P f rom a number of APs and placements of 
roadside APs. Rather than improv ing an AP 's implementat ions 
like us, the ment ioned works focus on the coord inat ion of mul-
t iples APs. 
For our case, we focus on improv ing AP 's scheduling perfor-
mance by balancing Throughput and Fairness. Th is is different 
f rom most of the above works by considering Throughput only. 
Besides, we consider the scheduling problem of a single A P only 
in al l our cases, bu t not the cooperat ion of mul t ip le roadside 
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APs. 
2.4 Resource Allocation/Scheduling in Drive-
thru Internet and Related Systems 
I n th is section, we w i l l describe how a roadside A P serving mov-
ing vehicles in Dr i ve - th ru Internet and related systems. W h e n 
a roadside A P delivers data to mov ing vehicles, i t needs to con-
sider (A) wh ich contending vehicle to serve and (B) at what rate 
the A P should serve the contending vehicle. For (A) , i t is main ly 
related to the resource a l locat ion/schedul ing a lgor i thm used in 
downl ink service. For (B) , i t is about the rate adaptat ion al-
go r i t hm used in downl ink service. We are going to describe 
the resource a l locat ion/schedul ing a lgor i thms in the fol lowing 
Subsection 2.4.1 and rate adapta t ion algor i thms in the Subsec-
t i on 2.4.2. 
2.4.1 Resource Allocation/Scheduling Algorithms for 
Multiple Vehicles 
R o u n d - r o b i n S c h e d u l i n g i n I E E E 802.11 
Most of the current W i F i deployments use I E E E 802.11 imple-
mentat ions. A scheduler in the A P uses round- rob in scheduling 
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to deliver packets to clients w i t h i n the AP 's coverage. The goal 
of using this k i nd of scheduling is to provide th roughpu t fairness 
among al l the clients. However, th is goal cannot be achieved ef-
fect ively in reality. F i rst ly , the A P operated in mul t i - ra te mode 
is l ikely to tune the t ransmi t rates for the clients according to 
the detected channel condit ions. Secondly, frames t ransmi t ted 
in lower data rates occupy a longer channel t ime compared w i t h 
frames t ransmi t ted in higher data rates. As a result, a client 
who always experiences good channel condit ions can get much 
more data than a client who always experiences poor channel 
condit ions. Th is s i tuat ion is even worse if the connection t ime 
is short, l ike Dr i ve - th ru Internet scenarios. I n [8], W . L. Tan 
et al. have analyzed and modeled the average th roughput re-
ceived by vehicles f rom an A P at the end of thei r connections 
under the assumpt ion of using a round- rob in scheduler. The av-
erage th roughpu t is low. Simi lar ly, the authors in [5] have used 
a round-rob in scheduler w i t h I E E E 802.11 implementat ions for 
their rate adapt ion a lgor i thm design. From the s imulat ion re-
sults, we clearly see tha t the frames t ransmi t ted by the A P to 
moving clients are across different data rates. 
To conclude, round- rob in scheduling in I E E E 802.11 ignores any 
vehicular context such as vehicles' posit ions and speeds, wh ich 
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leads to poor System Throughput and is not suitable for us-
ing in vehicular networks, especially for the Dr i ve - th ru Internet 
scenarios. I n contrast, our design takes vehicular context in to 
account and uses i t to dr ive the scheduling process. Th is can 
leverage effective and fair scheduling. 
M u l t i - V e h i c u l a r M a x i m u m ( M F - M A X ) 
The authors in [6] have analyzed different content ion si tuat ions 
of mu l t ip le vehicles get t ing resources f rom one roadside AP. 
They propose a scheduling a lgor i thm called Mul t i -Veh icu lar Max-
iin\im{MV-MAX), that aims to improve the System Through-
put Based on the assumpt ion tha t al l vehicles experience the 
same signal profi le along the same road, A P needs to serve vehi-
cles t ha t experience best Signal-to-Noise Rat io (SNR) only. As 
such, t h roughpu t downgrading problem caused by low-data-rate 
vehicles[9] can be improved. However, MV-MAX oversimplifies 
the real-l i fe si tuat ions. For example, some vehicles can get ad-
d i t iona l antenna gains by using high-gain antennas or s imply 
using external antennas. I t is clear tha t different vehicles ex-
perience dif ferent signal profiles even they move on the same 
road at dif ferent t ime. As a result, MV-MAX w i l l starve vehi-
cles tha t have low-gain antennas or receive poor SNR f rom the 
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A P throughout their journeys. Th is causes MV-MAX unfair i n 
serving vehicles. 
Compared w i t h our design, we avoid th is bias by tak ing b o t h 
Throughput and Fairness in to consideration. "Weak" clients are 
served in our scheme whi le System Throughput remains at h igh 
level. 
C o d e D i v i s i o n M u l t i p l e Access - H i g h D a t a R a t e ( C D M A - H D R ) 
i n C e l l u l a r N e t w o r k s 
55] and [56] are related to the use of Code Div is ion Mu l t i p l e 
Access - H igh Da ta R a t e ( C D M A - H D R ) to deliver data pack-
ets by the APs to clients in cellular networks. C D M A - H D R 
is an early version of 3G technology for Internet data access. 
The authors in [55] have studied the th roughpu t performance of 
different numbers of clients per sector th rough simulat ions. The 
clients inside the coverage range of an A P receive the Signal to 
Interference plus Noise Rat io (S INR) f rom tha t AP. Then, the 
clients can map the S INR value to an appropr iate data rate for 
transmission purpose. I n every 1.67msec, the clients w i l l send 
the Da ta Rate Cont ro l sequences(DRCs) to the A P to indicate 
the next t ransmi t rates f rom the A P to them. On the other 
hand, the A P w i l l choose the client who has the highest instan-
taneous value of DRCi{t)IRi{t) to serve, where DRCi{t) is the 
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data rate requested by client i at t ime t and Ri{t) is the average 
data rate w i t h i n a per iod of t ime for cl ient i up to t ime t. The 
authors in [56] have given a more detai led explanat ion on C D M A 
- H D R . I n add i t ion to t rack the channel condit ions and pick the 
“ r igh t " cl ient to serve, they propose tha t services for low-rate 
voice and high-rate data, wh ich have different latency, should be 
separated and be served in different channels so as to increase 
efficiency. The authors have also discussed the protocol stacks, 
network models and implementa t ion details of C D M A - H D R . 
I t is suggested t ha t a single A P uses C D M A - H D R to schedule 
packets to mu l t ip le clients can achieve propor t iona l fairness in 
general. However, since the average data rate Ri{t) needs t ime 
to converge, the equat ion is less favorable to use in the context 
of D r i ve - th ru In ternet scenarios. Besides, CDMA - HDR does 
not make use of the vehicular context in format ion, i t is vehicular 
context-unaware and “ weak" vehicle-unaware. I t can' t leverage 
the scheduling process in the Dr i ve - th ru environments. Also, the 
cost for the Internet data access using C D M A - H D R technology 
is expensive compared w i t h the free Internet services provided 
by W i F i networks. Contrast w i t h our VECADS's scheduler, 
we take vehicular context in to account so as to increase accu-
racy in scheduling wh ich in t u r n can leverage an appropr iate 
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scheduling balance between System Throughput Maximization 
and Outcome Fairness Achievement. 
B a n d w i d t h - G u a r a n t e e d Fa i r S c h e d u l i n g w i t h E f f e c t i v e Excess B a n d -
w i d t h A l l o c a t i o n ( B G F S - E B A ) 
I n order to achieve Outcome Fairness, the authors in [57] have 
suggested the use of excess bandw id th to serve clients who get 
less appl icat ion goodputs. Specifically, they propose a schedul-
ing a lgor i thm called Bandwid th-Guaranteed Fair Scheduling w i t h 
Effective Excess Bandw id th A l l oca t i on (BGFS-EBA) . They de-
fine 3 flows, the leading flow, the lagging flow and the saturated 
flow. They also define a goodput threshold. I f a client receives 
more goodput t han the goodput threshold, the respective flow is 
called the leading flow. I n contrast, i f a client receives less good-
pu t t han the goodput threshold, the respective flow is called the 
lagging flow. I f the goodput is equal to the goodput threshold, 
the flow is called the saturated flow. The authors suggest t ha t 
excess bandw id th in the leading flows should be real located to 
the lagging flows for helping them to get enough goodput regard-
ing the deadlines of the packets in the head of the l i ne (HOL) . 
The excess bandw id th should first give to lagging flows tha t 
have good channel condit ions and then give to lagging flows 
tha t have poor channel condit ions. Th is can increase the prob-
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ab i l i t y of successful receptions of packets and can ma in ta in a 
High System Throughput A p a r t f rom these, the authors have 
extended the concept to consider mul t i - ra te scenario. Noted 
t ha t B G F S - E B A sets a f ixed goodput threshold for each flow 
and stops each flow f rom get t ing more resources f rom the A P 
when the goodput exceeds the threshold. Th is is less adaptive. 
A l t h o u g h B G F S - E B A achieves Outcome Fairness i n scheduling, 
B G F S - E B A does not p r imar i l y focus on vehicular scenarios. 
Compared w i t h our proposed VECADS^s scheduler, i t is ma in ly 
for D r i ve - th ru Internet scenarios. I t uses Exponent ia l Weighted 
Mov ing A v e r a g e ( E M W A ) to tune the goodput threshold value, 
wh ich is determined by the nomina l goodput received by vehicu-
lar clients. Th is is much adapt ive to a change in traf f ic mob i l i t y 
condi t ion. We w i l l describe the details of the E M W A in Chap-
ter 4. 
Fa i r Resou rce A l l o c a t i o n b y A s s u m i n g M i n i m u m C o n t e n t i o n W i n -
d o w Size oc Speed 
27] has addressed the fairness issue related to vehicles' speeds. 
Vehicles are l ikely to have different steady speeds when they are 
mov ing along the roads. W h e n there are two vehicles of different 
speeds enter ing the AP 's coverage at the same t ime, the slow-
mov ing vehicle w i l l stay longer in the coverage compared w i t h 
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the fast-moving vehicle. The authors propose tha t relat ionship 
can be made between vehicle's speed and the m i n i m u m con-
tent ion w indow size in M A C layer. I n par t icu lar , they suggest 
tha t m i n i m u m content ion w indow size is inversely p ropor t iona l 
to the vehicle's speed. I n order to achieve fairness in the AP ' s 
scheduling, fast-moving vehicles should have smaller m i n i m u m 
content ion w indow sizes and vice versa. As such, the backoff de-
lays for the fast-moving vehicles should be shorter and they can 
get more oppor tun i t y to be served by the A P w i t h i n a shorter 
A P connection t ime compared w i t h those slow-moving vehicles. 
Th is research is heurist ic in s ta t ing tha t different vehicles' speeds 
can lead to unfairness in receiving the AP 's resources. Compared 
w i t h our VECADS design, we not only address the Fairness is-
sue related to different vehicles' speeds, bu t also address differ-
ences in signal profiles received by moving vehicles resulted f rom 
differences in antenna gains and the t ime-vary ing fading chan-
nel. Clearly, we generally consider different aspects tha t lead to 
the problem of unfair scheduling. 
S c h e d u l i n g u s i n g Serv ice D e a d l i n e a n d D a t a S i z e ( D * S) a n d I t s 
V a r i a t i o n s 
Authors in [31] have studied bo th up l ink and downl ink schedul-
ing under resource content ion f rom mul t ip le vehicles on a road-
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side un i t (RSU) placed at the intersect ion of the roads. They 
propose a scheduling scheme tha t makes use of the DataSize 
and the Deadline of the t ransmi t ted frames to balance between 
the service dura t ion and the urgency on prov id ing up-to-date 
in fo rmat ion to al l the clients in the coverage. Moreover, for the 
downl ink scheduling, they propose tha t in fo rmat ion like real-
t ime road traf f ic condit ions can be delivered by means of broad-
cast, so mu l t ip le clients can be served simultaneously. For the 
up l ink scheduling, they propose tha t service rates of the clients' 
download requests can be used to determine the scheduling pr i -
o r i t y of data packets. As a whole, op t im iza t ion can be done 
by deciding the scheduling order on the up l ink and downl ink 
queues and compar ing the p r io r i t y values of the requests in the 
selected up l ink or downl ink queue. 
Our works are par t ia l l y s imi lar to t hem as b o t h of us consider 
mu l t ip le mov ing vehicles contending for resources f rom a RSU 
at the same t ime. However, our ma in focus is on AP 's downl ink 
scheduling tha t provides independent In ternet data access for 
each cl ient, unl ike using broadcast to serve a number of clients. 
Also, we deal w i t h System Throughput and Fairness issues bu t 
31] deals w i t h service dura t ion and the urgency on prov id ing 
fresh in fo rmat ion issues. I n other words, our s tudy ing dimen-
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sions are different f rom them. For the degree of fineness, we 
regard heterogeneities on received signal strengths, cumulat ive 
bytes received, speeds and posit ions of different vehicles. A p a r t 
f rom these, we implement an auto rate adapta t ion a lgor i thm 
and apply i t under fading environment. [31] is based on a sim-
pl i f ied scenario tha t al l the clients have same antenna gain, al l 
the vehicles have same speed and the A P and the clients use 
f ixed data rates to t ransmi t data, though they consider different 
data sizes and different vehicles' locations. 
2.4.2 Rate Adaptation Algorithms for Fast-varying Chan-
nels due to Vehicular Movement/Mobility 
There are only a few rate adaptat ion algor i thms related to vehic-
ular networks[5, 1, 23, 22]. They al l deal w i t h boost ing Through-
put. We div ide the rate adaptat ion algor i thms in to two cate-
gories, one is using vehicular context l ike vehicles' speeds and 
appl icat ion bytes received(goodput) and the other is w i t hou t 
using vehicular context. 
U s i n g V e h i c u l a r C o n t e x t 
Context -Aware Rate Select ion(CARS) [5] is the most relevant 
a lgor i thm when we discuss the rate adapta t ion a lgor i thms in 
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vehicular networks. P. Shankar et al. in [5] propose the use of 
past t ransmission rates, packet lengths and the vehicular con-
tex t , i.e. the distance between the sender and the receiver and 
the vehicle's speed, to help the calculat ion for the Packet Er-
ror Ra te (PER) wh ich in t u r n is used to determine the next 
M A C data rate. They have done simulat ions in vehicle-to-
roadis ide(V2R) scenarios w i t h different numbers of vehicles and 
dif ferent speeds for b o t h downloading and uploading. 
Undoubted ly , the in t roduc t ion of using vehicular context infor-
ma t ion to help the rate selection process is innovative. Simi lar to 
5], we also make use of vehicular context such as vehicles' speeds 
and vehicles' cumulat ive bytes received. I n add i t ion to imple-
ment our auto-rate a lgor i thm, we also consider AP ' s scheduling. 
We are hand l ing fairness issue tha t can help "weak" vehicles get 
more throughputs . 
W i t h o u t u s i n g V e h i c u l a r C o n t e x t 
Rate Adap ta t i on in Mobi le environments ( R A M ) [23] is receiver-
based and SNR-tr iggered. I n the wireless medium, when a re-
ceiver receives a data frame, the receiver needs to send a M A C ? 
layer Acknowledge(ACK) back to the sender. [23] changes the 
t ransmi t rates of A C K frames wisely to indicate to the sender 
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t ha t suitable t ransmi t rates should be sent to the receiver. [23 
also addresses the h idden terminals problem, the authors pro-
pose the use of Request to Send(RTS) adaptively. Th is again can 
reduce any overhead results f rom sending any addi t iona l frame 
or changing any protocol in the lower layers. The whole design 
is implementable in reality. Yet, to deal w i t h fai lure in trans-
mission, the authors suggest tha t the to ta l re t ry count of the 
previous frame should be added into the payload of the current 
frame. Th is is inconvenient and i t produces addi t iona l overhead 
in the data par t . 
Beacon A u t o Rate A d a p t a t i o n ( B A R A ) [1] uses the Beacon frames 
to help the rate adapta t ion process. Based on the signal strengths 
of periodic Beacon frames received, the receiver can determine 
the next appropr iate t ransmi t data rate to the source. The 
use of Beacon frames to adjust the sending rates can min imize 
the overheads caused by sending any addi t iona l prob ing frames 
or mak ing changes to the implementat ions in the lower layers. 
Nevertheless, th is rate a lgor i thm design is sender-based tha t ne-
glects asymmetr ic proper ty of the channel l inks between sender 
and receiver. 
Wireless Open-Access Research P la t fo rm ( W A R P ) is a customized 
cross-layer rate adaptat ion p la t fo rm tha t has been proposed 
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i n [22]. The authors have compared the use of loss-triggered 
and SNR-tr iggered rate adaptat ion a lgor i thms on the p la t form. 
They propose the use of t ra ined SNR values based on the co-
herence t ime of the environment. Th is work also addresses the 
asymmetr ic p roper ty of the communicat ion l inks between the 
sender and the receiver. Bu t , we need to po in t out tha t the de-
sign of cross-layer p la t fo rm is different f rom the current imple-
menta t ion of I E E E 802.11. Also, the step of real- t ime t ra in ing 
adds add i t iona l overheads for the rate adapta t ion process. 
The rate adapta t ion a lgor i thms described above are main ly deal 
w i t h Throughput improvement in infrastructureless ad hoc net-
works rather t han in in f rast ructure networks. A p a r t f rom this, 
they do not consider any unfairness aspect caused by weak na-
ture of antennas or fast-moving nature of vehicles. Compared 
w i t h our work , our target is for in f rast ructure networks. Instead 
of jus t boost ing Throughput, we also take Fairness in to account. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Performance Evaluation of 
Round-robin Scheduler with 
IEEE 802.11 MAC 
We evaluate the performance of using round-robin scheduler 
w i t h I E E E 802.11 M A C to serve as a baseline for performance 
comparison w i t h our proposed design in the later chapters. The 
deployment scenario is on a highway w i t h mul t ip le vehicles con-
tending for resources f rom a roadside A P tha t contains the 
scheduler. We have conducted trace-driven simulations based 
on real-life mobi l i ty patterns of vehicles. We have also consid-
ered mult i - lane situations. The simulat ion results are compared 
w i t h the analyt ical results derived in [7]. I n this chapter, we 
first introduce our system model. Then, we w i l l describe the 
33 
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mob i l i t y t raf f ic traces. S imulat ion setup and result comparisons 
are inc luded in the la t ter par t of th is chapter. 
3.1 System Model 
Average arrival rate f 9 r — ^ X ~ ⑴ vehicles contend for the 
of vehicles 二 A P , s resources in the coverage 
I bKtyU y I 
I 4y ‘ I \ 
略、:‘i f > •.替i勢 I 
j ^^^ �如’, / 
D 
Figure 3.1: System Model 
We consider a Dr i ve - th ru Internet System on highway il lus-
t ra ted in Figure 3.1. Th is is a un id i rect ional t raf f ic scenario 
w i t h mu l t ip le vehicles passing a segment of the highway where a 
roadside Access P o i n t ( A P ) is placed to provide non-contiguous 
coverage along the highway. There are 2 dimensions on the 
figure, x-d imension represents forward mot ions of vehicles, y-
dimension represents the vert ical distances f rom the A P to the 
center posit ions of different lanes. The A P is placed at (0,0). I t 
is a reference po in t to al l objects on the highway. The A P per-
forms scheduling task to different downl ink bandw id th across 
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different vehicles under the coverage of the AP. There are n 
lanes on the highway. A l l lanes are straight. Assume vehicle i 
moves at constant speed Vi. Vehicles move along on their lanes 
th roughout the whole journey w i t hou t changing to other lanes. 
W h e n vehicle i is under the coverage of the AP, after undergoing 
al l necessary in i t ia l i za t ion processes w i t h the AP, vehicle i w i l l 
always per form download. We assume th is behavior is applica-
ble for al l vehicles. The cumulat ive bytes received by vehicle i 
at instant t ime t is where t is a global parameter and t = 0 
when s imulat ion starts. For the propagat ion model used in wire-
less medium, we use the Two Ray Ground Reflect ion model^ as 
the large-scale pa th loss model and the Ricean Fading model be 
the small-scale fading model. For different posit ions of vehicle i, 
i t receives different signal powers Si{t) at instant t ime t f rom the 
AP. Si{t) w i l l be fed back to the A P for determin ing the next 
t ransmi t rate r i { t ) at instant t ime t to vehicle i. 
We let A be the average arr ival rate of vehicles in to the AP 's 
^We use the Two Ray Ground Reflection model in our simulation settings, but the use 
of the model is controlled by a variable called crossover—distance in the simulation program. 
If two nodes have a distance greater than crossover-distance, then the Two Ray Ground 
Reflection model is used, otherwise the Free Space model is used. Crossover—distance is 
calculated as crossover—distance = x a p h 二 t ^ ^ d e H s i m u l a t i o n settings, 
APHeight = 11.5m, VehicleHeight = 1.5m, Wavelength = j = 二二 = 0.123102, thus 
crossover—distance = 1760.89m. The calculated result implies that we use the Free Space 
model actually. 
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Table 3.1: Symbols used in System Model 
A Average arrival rate of vehicles 
TV � Number of vehicles contending for the 
AP's resources at instant time t 
D The coverage diameter of the AP 
i The zth vehicle contends for the AP re-
sources in the coverage 
Vi Constant speed of vehicle i 
Si{t) Signal power received by vehicle i from 
the AP at instant time t 
r^(t) Data rate transmitted by the AP to ve-
hicle i at instant time t 
bi{t) Cumulative bytes received by vehicle i 
from the AP at instant time t 
coverage range derived f rom the hour ly vehicular arr ival rate of 
the real-l i fe traces. We w i l l describe the traces in the fo l lowing 
section. We let N{t) be the to ta l number of contending vehicles 
in the AP ' s coverage range at instant t ime t. A summary of the 
parameters used in the System Mode l is shown in Table 3.1. 
3.2 Description of the Real-life Vehicular Traf-
fic Trace 
Some websites provide vehicular mob i l i t y traces for the pub-
lic to download and analyze. These include Berkeley High-
way Lab(BHL) [48 ] , Sensys Networks Research[49], Next Gener-
at ion S I M u l a t i o n ( N G S I M ) Communi ty [50] , Univers i ty of Mas-
sachusetts A m h e r s t ( U M A S S ) Trace Repository[51] and Com-
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mun i t y Resource for A rch iv ing Wireless Da ta A t D a r t m o u t h 
( C R A W D A D ) [ 5 2 . 
Since we want to s tudy the scenarios where mul t ip le vehicles 
contend for AP ' s resources, we need to have mob i l i t y traces 
of reasonable traf f ic volume. Final ly, we select to use the 1-80 
Highway traces f rom Berkeley Highway Lab(BHL) [25 ] . Com-
pared w i t h other traces ment ioned above, the resolutions of the 
B H L traces are bet ter , each ind iv idua l vehicle is logged. Also, 
they contain traf f ic condit ions on different hours for the whole 
day. They show a wide range of vehicles' speeds and flows in 
busy hours and in the middle of the night . Some of t hem are 
busy enough to show the impact of resource contention. One 
drawback of the traces is t ha t we need to separate the traces 
according to different hours and format the traces into NS2 mo-
b i l i t y traces for simulat ions. 
Now, we describe the details of the mob i l i t y traces of 1-80 
Highway. The Highway segment is about 2.7 miles long and is 
located in west Berkeley and Emeryvi l le , Ca l i fo rn ia (CA) , USA. 
The data col lect ion date was on Wednesday, Oct . 14，2009. In-
fo rmat ion of the traces is summarized in Table 3.2. The arr ival 
of vehicles were logged by the dual- induct ive- loop-detector sta-
t ions placed underneath across al l lanes on the road. The sensing 
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Table 3.2: Information on the Mobility Traffic Traces of 1-80 Highway 
N a t u r e De ta i l s 
Name of the Freeway 1-80 Freeway 
Location West Berkeley and Emeryville, CA, USA 
Length of the Freeway Roughly 2.7 mile 
Captured Date Oct. 14, 2009(Wednesday) 
Number of Lanes 5 lanes for each direction 
Length of Captured Time 1 day 
Devices used Magnetic dual-loop detectors 
Detecting Frequency 60Hz 
Granularity Each individual vehicle 
frequency was 点Hz. Figure 3.2 shows the details of a dual- loop 
detector. The logged data contains b o t h Eastbound and West-
bound traf f ic. There are 5 lanes for the Eastbound traf f ic and 
also for the Westbound traff ic. For each d i rect ion of t raf f ic, one 
of the 5 lanes is a High-Occupancy Veh ic le (HOV) lane for which 
the vehicles' density and speeds can be substant ia l ly different. 
The fields of the traces are shown in Table 3.3. Since there are 
2 magnet ic loop detectors and for each detector, there are also 2 
logged t imes, namely the enter ing and leaving t ime. Al together , 
g 3feet ~ 0.9144m 6feet 二 l.S288m 
^f :::: T 茫 
0' ‘ , \ ' ' '' - . ^  ‘ > ， ；， J? 
么 i ；/•_； # 广 
1 20feet 义 6.096m S 
^ ‘ •• . g 
3 • • 
26feet ~ 7.9248m 
Figure 3.2: Magnetic Dual-loop Detector 
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Table 3.3: Fields of the Mobility Traffic Traces of 1-80 Highway 
F ie lds I D e t a i l s I 
产ati?qlJJ ~'rhe identification number of a station 
LanelD The identification number of a lane 
Upstream Loop ON Time 'i'he logged time when a vehicle entered 
^ the upstream loop magnetic detector 
Upstream Loop OFF Time 'i'he fogged time when a vehicle left the 
upstream loop magnetic detector 
Downstream Loop ON Time I h e logged time when a vehicle entered 
the downstream loop magnetic detector 
Downstream Loop OFF T i m e I ' h e logged time when a vehicle left the 
downstream loop magnetic detector 
we have 4 logged t imes. Specifically, ON Time means a vehi-
cle is jus t enter ing the region of the loop detector whereas OFF 
Time means a vehicle is jus t leaving the region of the loop de-
tector. We selected mob i l i t y traff ic logged by Stat ion 5 in our 
s tudy as data captured on al l lanes in Stat ion 5 are intact and 
Stat ion 5 is located in the middle par t of the measured Highway. 
We processed the traces into 24 hourly-based traces. I n addi-
t ion, we calculated the speed of each vehicle by averaging the 
SpeedoN and SpeedoFF obtained by the fo l lowing equations: 
门 7 C) St Q/nce ceTiteT - to一ccTitcv 
between 2 loop detectors 
ON/OFi DownstreamTimeoN/0ff - UpstreamTimeon/off 
—SpeedoN + SpeedoFF 
bpeea 略-= 2 
I n the fo l lowing subsections, we w i l l analyze the traf f ic flows, ve-
hicle's speeds and the relat ionship among average traff ic densi-
ties, traff ic flows and vehicles' speeds using 1-80 Highway traces. 
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Figure 3.3: Hourly Single-Lane Traffic Flow of 1-80 Highway logged by East-
bound Station 5 on 14 Oct, 2009 
Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show the Eastbound and West-
bound traf f ic flows in each hour logged by Stat ion 5. Each line 
represents the traff ic flow on a single lane. Table 3.4 shows the 
hour ly t raf f ic flows in numerical values. 
From Figure 3.3, we find tha t except for the H O V lane, all lanes 
in one d i rect ion fol low similar traff ic mob i l i t y pa t te rn w i t h slight 
differences on their t raff ic flows. For example, the number of ve-
hicles in each hour f rom lanes 1 to 4 in Eastbound lanes were 
roughly the same at tha t day. Du r ing the t ime per iod 3:00-4:00, 
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all lanes had the lowest hourly flows and lanes 1 to 4 had traf-
fic flow ranging f rom 61-99vehs/hr. For the t ime period 7:00 to 
21:00, each lane 1 to 4 had a higher flow of about 1500vehs/hr on 
average and 2 main crests appeared on the t ime periods 7:00-9:00 
and 15:00-18:00. The traff ic flows of all lanes dropped gradually 
f rom more than 1300vehs/hr to less than 800vehs/hr after 18:00. 
Similarly, f rom Figure 3.4, we can see that the lanes 1 to 4 of 
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Figure 3.4: Hourly Siiiglc-Lanc Traffic Flow of 1-80 Higliway logged by West-
bound Station 5 on 14 Oct, 2009 
Westbound Traffic share some common behaviors regarding the 
traff ic flows. A l l lanes got the lowest hourly flows of less than 
250vehs/hr for t ime period 3:00-4:00. From 5:00 to 15:00, lanes 
1 to 4 had higher traff ic flows of more than lOOOvehs/hr. Dur ing 
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Table 3.4: Hourly Per/All Lane(s) Flow logged by Eastbound Station 5 
P e r i o d laneO l a n e l lane2 lane3 lane4 F l o w 
0:00-0:59 172 403 405 ^ 1664 
1:00-1:59 77 236 247 296 195 1051 
2:00-2:59 42 188 201 203 148 782 
3:00-3:59 27 86 99 93 61 366 
4:00-4:59 38 181 244 293 211 967 
5:00-5:59 43 433 473 596 480 2025 
6:00-6:59 114 931 874 999 792 3710 
7:00-7:59 209 1586 1269 1387 1193 5644 
8:00-8:59 294 1726 1357 1622 1431 6430 
9:00-9:59 304 1781 1381 1503 1370 6339 
10:00-10:59 816 1322 1207 1330 1351 6026 
11:00-11:59 944 1412 1226 1424 1430 6436 
12:00-12:59 1046 1515 1322 1487 1565 6935 
13:00-13:59 1229 1527 1354 1523 1531 7164 
14:00-14:59 1633 1749 1505 1670 1693 8250 
15:00-15:59 1138 2013 1717 1865 1888 8621 
16:00-16:59 1302 1652 1498 1660 1615 7727 
17:00-17:59 1462 1727 1561 1698 1721 8169 
18:00-18:59 1315 1808 1625 1729 1727 8204 
19:00-19:59 1345 1448 1398 1490 1475 7156 
20:00-20:59 1053 1287 1262 1373 1164 6139 
21:00-21:59 781 1064 991 1090 1044 4970 
22:00-22:59 639 888 855 912 791 4085 
23:00-23:59 || 537 795 756 709 523 3320 
t ime per iod 15:00 to 19:00，all lanes 1 to 4 showed decreasing 
and then increasing in the traff ic flows. A l l lanes reached small 
peaks at t ime per iod 21:00-22:00 and then dropped gradual ly 
afterwards. 
We believe tha t people are l ikely to dr ive to their work ing 
places or schools dur ing the morn ing rush hours and then drive 
back to thei r homes dur ing the af ternoon rush hours. They have 
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common habits on using the highway. Th is leads to approximate 
number of vehicles appear across the lanes in each hour for the 
same di rect ion of traff ic. 
3.2.2 Analysis on Hourly Directional Traffic Flow of 
1-80 Highway 
Now, we examine the direct ional traff ic in Eastbound and West-
bound lanes shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 respectively. 
Each figure is obtained by summing up the number of vehicles 
in al l lanes for one d i rect ion in an hour. Compar ing these 2 
figures, we find tha t the traff ic mob i l i t y pat terns of Eastbound 
f 10000 1 —Eastbound5(LaneO-4)| 
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Figure 3.5: Hourly Directional Traffic Flow of 1-80 Highway logged by East-
bound Station 5 on 14 Oct, 2009 
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lanes and Westbound lanes were qui te different and in reverse. 
F rom Figure 3.5, the traf f ic flows of morn ing rush hours in East-
bound lanes were lesser t han the traf f ic flows of af ternoon rush 
hours in Eastbound lanes. The average traf f ic flow in morn ing 
rush hours was about 6000-7000vehs/hr and the average traff ic 
flow in af ternoon rush hours was about 8000-9000vehs/hr. 
The s i tua t ion was reversed in Westbound lanes. From Fig-
ure 3.6, the traf f ic flows of morn ing rush hours in Westbound 
lanes were more t han the traf f ic flows of af ternoon rush hours 
in Westbound lanes. The average traf f ic flow in morn ing rush 
hours was about 8000-9000vehs/hr and the average traff ic flow 
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Figure 3.6: Hourly Directional Traffic Flow of 1-80 Highway logged by West-
bound Station 5 on 14 Oct, 2009 
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i n af ternoon rush hours was about 4500-5500vehs/hr. 
To sum up, drivers tended to use the Westbound lanes in the 
morn ing rush hours and they tended to use the Eastbound lanes 
in the af ternoon rush hours on tha t weekday. I t is possible tha t 
people who l ived i n Oak land and San Francisco drove on the 
Westbound lanes to reach thei r work ing places or schools in 
R ichmond in the morn ing and they drove back home f rom Rich-
mond using the Eas tBound lanes in the af ternoon or evening. 
26] shows detai led in fo rmat ion on the 1-80 Highway segment 
and [29] shows the map of the 1-80 Highway and the connected 
cities Richmond, Oak land and San Francisco. Note tha t our 
conclusions are simi lar to the traff ic mob i l i t y analysis done by 
1 4； . 
3.2.3 Analysis on Hourly Single-lane Vehicles' Speeds 
of 1-80 Highway 
To investigate the speed d is t r ibu t ion of vehicles for d i rect ional 
t raf f ic, we selected data in Eastbound lanes and p lo t ted the dai ly 
and hour ly speed d is t r ibu t ion graphs. For the hour ly speed dis-
t r i b u t i o n of vehicles, we d iv ided the dai ly speed data in to 24 
parts and separated them according to different lanes, so there 
are 120 graphs in to ta l . Here, we only choose some cases in lane 
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Figure 3.7: Hourly Speed Distribution of Vehicles on a)4:00, b)12:00, c)15:00, 
d) 18:00 and e)22:00 respectively in Lane 4 logged by Station E5 on 14 Oct, 
2009 
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4 because the ma jo r i t y of t raff ic mob i l i t y pat terns on al l lanes 
are simi lar. 
Figure 3.7 a-e show the speed d is t r ibu t ion of vehicles on lane 
4 in some hours. We find tha t almost al l the hour ly speed dis-
t r i b u t i o n of vehicles fol low Gaussian normal d is t r ibu t ion . From 
t ime per iod 0:00 to 5:00, the average speeds were roughly 60-
65mph(96.54-104.59km/h). Then, there was a slight left shif t 
on the average value f rom t ime per iod 5:00 to 15:00. There are 
2 crests appearing in t ime 15:00-16:00. Th is implies tha t there 
were 2 average speeds on tha t par t icu lar hour. Most probably, a 
change of t raf f ic flow occurred. F rom t ime per iod 16:00 to 18:00, 
the hour ly average speeds remained at about 25-30mph(40.23-
48.27km/h) . We believe tha t f rom t ime per iod 15:00 to 18:00, 
th is should be the rush hours on Eastbound lanes as the average 
speeds were lower t han those in other t ime periods. For t ime 
19:00-20:00, there were also 2 average speeds bu t th is t ime the 
crest ind icat ing the lower average speed is not obvious to see. 
S tar t ing f rom 20:00 onwards, the hour ly average speeds on the 
lane exhib i ted a gradual r ight shif t to a higher level to about 
55-59mph(88.50-94.93km/h). 
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3.2.4 Analysis on Daily Vehicles' Speeds of 1-80 High-
way 
"^6000^"^ r 
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Figure 3.8: Daily Speed Distribution of Vehicles in All Lanes, from lane 0 to 
lane 4, logged by Station E5 on 14 Oct, 2009 
We now see the dai ly speed d is t r ibu t ion of vehicles on 1-80 
Highway. F igure 3.8 shows the dai ly speed d is t r ibu t ion of al l ve-
hicles using Eastbound lanes f rom 0 to 4 logged by Eastbound 
Stat ion 5. Figures 3.9 a-e show the dai ly speed d is t r ibu t ion of 
al l vehicles on one single lane 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. 
A l l the ment ioned figures show 2 crests in speed d is t r ibu t ion 
wh ich means tha t there were main ly two different average speeds 
used by the vehicles on each lane and also for al l the Eastbound 
lanes in general. F rom the last subsection, we conclude tha t the 
smal l crests ma in ly represent those speeds logged dur ing rush 
hours whi le the large crests represent those speeds logged dur-
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Figure 3.9: Daily Speed Distribution of Vehicles in Lane a)0, b)l, c)2, d)3, 
e)4 respectively logged by Station E5 on 14 Oct, 2009 
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ing the t ime periods other t han rush hours. From Figure 3.8, 
we discover t ha t these 2 average speeds were roughly equal to 
32mph(51 .49km/h) and 69mph(111.02km/h) . F rom Figures 3.9 
a-e, sl ight differences can be observed on the speed d is t r ibu-
t i on of vehicles across each single lane. The higher average 
speeds for lane 0 to 4 were roughly equal to 72mph(115.85km/h) , 
69mph(111.02km/h)，64mph (102.98km/h)，62mph(99.76km/h) 
and 57mph(91 .71km/h) respectively whereas the lower average 
speeds for lane 0 to 4 were roughly equal to 48mph(77.23km/h) , 
37mph(59 .53km/h) , 34mph(54.71km/h) , 31mph(49.88km/h) and 
27mph(43 .44km/h) respectively. There was a general decrease 
on b o t h the higher and lower average speeds. In tu i t ive ly , the 
reason for th is is closely related to the usage of each lane. For 
lane 0, th is is the reserved High-Occupancy Veh ic le (HOV) lane 
wh ich is used for easing congestion in rush hours. Therefore, the 
traf f ic f low of lane 0 is low in general and vehicles on the lane 
can move at free-flow speeds. Lane 1 is the fast lane and the 
two average speeds should be s l ight ly higher t han the average 
speeds in lane 2 and lane 3. Lane 4 is the slow lane and i t should 
have the two lowest average speeds compared w i t h other lanes. 
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3.2.5 Relationship among Average Traffic Densities, 
Flows and Vehicles' Speeds in Single-lane Sce-
narios 
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Figure 3.10: Average Vehicle Speeds vs. Average Traffic Densities for Single-
lane Scenarios on 1-80 Highway based on the Mobility Traces on Lane 4; Vf 
=67.645mph and kjam = 115.16vehs/mile 
To fur ther analyze the relat ionship between average speeds 
and densities of the vehicles on 1-80 Highway, we adopt the 
Greenshields model described in Subsection 2.1.1. F i rs t of all, 
we select 5 different hours 4:00, 12:00, 15:00, 18:00 and 22:00 of 
slow lane 4 on 1-80 Highway for evaluat ing single-lane scenarios. 
These 5 hours represent different traff ic densities on the lane. 
As we can compute the average speeds and average traf f ic flows 
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f rom the traces, i t is possible to calculate the related average 
traf f ic densities by using Equat ion (2.1) in Subsection 2.1.1. Af -
ter get t ing enough data pairs of average speeds and average t raf -
fic densities, we can p lot the speed-density graph. Figure 3.10 
shows our p lo t on i t . F rom the figure, an inversely l inear rela-
t ionship between average speeds and average traf f ic densities can 
be observed. Th is is jus t in l ine w i t h the assumption of Green-
shields's t raf f ic model. By fur ther checking the y- intercept and 
calculat ing Equat ion (2.3) i n Subsection 2.1.1, we obta in the 
traf f ic j a m d e n s i t y ( f c j腿= 1 1 5 . 1 6 v e h s / m i l e ) and the free-flow 
speed(w/ = 67.645mph) respectively. 
3.2.6 Relationship among Average Traffic Densities, 
Flows and Vehicles' Speeds in Multi-lane Sce-
narios 
To analyze the mul t i - lane scenarios, we s t i l l use the Green-
shields,s t raf f ic model, though i t is or ig inal ly applicable to use 
in single-lane scenarios only. The reason is tha t there is no 
bet ter a l ternat ive for the analysis. We select 9 different hours 
5:00, 8:00, 15:00，17:00, 18:00, 19:00, 20:00, 21:00 and 23:00 on 
1-80 Highway. By assuming tha t Poisson traf f ic arrivals in di-
rect ional lanes, we construct new traff ic flow of a single lane 
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Figure 3.11: Average Vehicle Speeds vs. Average Traffic Densities for Multi-
lane Scenarios on 1-80 Highway based on the Mobility Traces on Lanes 1-4; 
Vf = 75.658mph and kjam = 393.44vehs/mile 
by aggregating the traf f ic flows f rom lane 1 to 4 for calculations. 
Simi lar ly, we calculate and get some data pairs of average speeds 
and average traf f ic densities and then we plot the speed-density 
graph. F rom Figure 3.11, we can see tha t there is an inverse 
linear relat ionship between average speeds and average traf f ic 
densities. Th is is the same for the case in single-lane scenar-
ios. B y checking the y- intercept and calculat ing Equat ion (2.3) 
in Subsection 2.1.1, we obta in the traff ic j a m density(/cjam = 
393.44vehs/mile) and the free-flow speed(vf = 75.658mph). 
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3.3 Trace-driven Simulations of Drive-thru In-
ternet Scenarios using Round-robin Sched-
uler with IEEE 802.11 M A C 
3.3.1 Simulation Setup 
To evaluate the analy t ica l model stated in [8], we conducted ex-
tensive s imula t ion studies using NS2. The NS2 version is 2.34. 
We f ixed some bugs in M A C protocols and also in scheduling 
a lgor i thm in NS2. For example, the scheduling a lgor i thm makes 
use of the source addresses to per fo rm round- rob in scheduling 
task, we change i t based on using the dest inat ion addresses. 
Now, we describe the s imulat ion environment. We have one sin-
gle A P acts as a ma in t ransmi t te r . I t is placed at I m f rom the 
edge of the highway for b o t h the single-lane and mul t i - lane sce-
narios. The A P is operated in In f ras t ruc ture mode w i t h I E E E 
802.11b. The Beacon interval is 100ms. R T S / C T S handshake 
process is tu rned off. The A P has a scheduler and i t performs 
round- rob in scheduling. The A P uses C B R / U D P / I P / M A C pro-
tocols for t r ansm i t t i ng data and i t always has data to send to 
the associated clients who are in mov ing vehicles. The trans-
mission power is lOOmW and we choose the operated frequency 
to be 2.437GHz(Channel 6). A l l the antenna gains for trans-
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Table 3.5: NS2 Simulation Parameters 
P a r a m e t e r V a l u e 
Simulation time 3600sec 
“ Data traffic type CBR/UDP/IP/MAC 
CBR packet size 一 IQQObytes 
Transmission power lOOmW 
“ MAC IEEE 802.11b 
Transmission frequency 2.437GHz 
RiceanK 6 
RiceanMaxVel 40m/s 
missions and receptions are set to 1. The A P and the vehicles 
are assumed to have one antenna for communicat ion only. As 
vehicles move in to the coverage range of the AP, they receive 
Beacon frames f rom the A P and complete authent icat ion and 
association processes after certain delay. A f te r f in ishing al l the 
in i t ia l i za t ion processes, vehicles start to receive data f rom the 
AP. W h e n vehicles leave the whole coverage range, the A P stops 
sending data to them. Vehicles are moving along a road w i t h 
different speeds bu t the speed of each vehicle is kept constant 
dur ing its sojourn. For the radio propagat ion model, we select 
2 types, one is the T w o Ray Ground Reflect ion model and the 
other is a mixed type w i t h the Ricean Fading model[24] super-
posed on the T w o Ray Ground Reflection model. 
We include b o t h single-lane and mul t i - lane scenarios. For the 
single-lane scenarios, we use traces stated in Subsection 3.2.5 
whereas for the mult i - lanes scenarios, we use traces stated in 
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Subsection 3.2.6. For the mul t i - lane scenarios, we set the center-
to-center distance between 2 lanes to 2m. The s imulat ion pa-
rameters are l isted in Table 3.5. 
I n addi t ion, we use b o t h the f ixed data rate and auto-rate algo-
r i t h m in our simulat ions. For the scenarios of using fixed data 
rate, the M A C b i t rate is 11Mbps. The transmission range is 
60m and the carrier sensing distance is 120m. For the scenarios 
of using auto-rate a lgor i thm, the data rates t ransmi t ted by the 
A P are dependent on the signal powers fed back by the mov-
ing clients. There are 4 M A C b i t rates, i.e. 11Mbps, 5.5Mbps, 
2Mbps and 1Mbps. We set 4 power thresholds so tha t when 
the A P receives the signal power f rom a cl ient, i t w i l l calculate 
the mov ing average of the signal power and then map the re-
sult to a corresponding data rate for next transmission to tha t 
cl ient. The power threshold values of different data rates are 
calculated based on the equat ion of Free Space model. We refer 
those transmission coverage distance values to be 48.2m, 67.1m, 
74.7m and 100m[4]. We set the carrier sensing distance to be 
200m. 
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3.3.2 Scenarios of using Fixed Data Rate 
A v e r a g e N u m b e r o f B y t e s Rece ived by Vehic les (S ing le- lane Sce-
nar ios ) 
Figure 3.12 shows the average number of bytes received by al l 
vehicles on a single lane. Results of the T w o Ray Ground Reflec-
^ 4 
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Figure 3.12: Average Bytes Received by Vehicles on a Single Lane with No 
Authentication/Association Delay; Data Points on Two Ray Ground Reflec-
tion and Ricean Fading Simulations are shown with 95% Confidence Intervals 
t i on model and the Ricean Fading model are obtained v ia simu-
lat ions w i t h 95% confidence intervals. Results of the M / D / C / C 
and the M / D / C / C w i t h Header and M A C Overhead are ob-
ta ined f rom the analyt ica l model in [8]. A l l vehicles in Fig-
ure 3.12 are assumed to take 0 second for the authent icat ion 
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and association processes. F rom the figure, we see tha t the av-
erage th roughputs obta ined f rom simulat ions are roughly equal 
to 1Mbyte wh ich are low indeed. There are slight differences 
on the average th roughputs received by vehicles under different 
t raf f ic densities. W h e n there is only one vehicle, i t can get al-
most al l the resources delivered by the AP. W h e n there are a 
number of vehicles, they contend for resources f rom the A P and 
thus there is a sl ight decrease in the average number of bytes 
received. However, the average speeds in h igh traf f ic densities 
decrease as well, there is an increase in the average number of 
bytes received again. 
Now, we compare our results w i t h the analy t ica l results. F i rs t 
of all, we find tha t we need to per fo rm a down scaling of the 
M / D / C / C analy t ica l results. W i t h decreasing a factor of ^ [ 54 ] , 
the analy t ica l results are fit for comparison w i t h the s imulat ion 
results. There are some reasons for the down scaling. Main ly , 
the or ig inal M / D / C / C model does not take the M A C layer over-
heads in to account. Specifically, when there are some vehicles 
inside the AP ' s coverage range and they want to get data f rom 
the A P at the same t ime, content ion occurs and the AP 's re-
sources are shared among them. No receptions of the posit ive 
A C K s , receptions of corrupted data frames caused by fading 
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and the t ime for re t ransmi t t ing the frames result in t ime delays 
for transmissions in the M A C layer of the AP. Thus, s imulated 
th roughputs of the vehicles under content ion si tuat ions are de-
v ia ted f rom the analyt ica l results. 
F igure 3.13 shows simi lar condit ions bu t al l vehicles are as-
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Figure 3.13: Average Bytes Received by Vehicles on a Single Lane with Is 
Authentication/Association Delay; Data Points on Two Ray Ground Reflec-
tion and Ricean Fading Simulations are shown with 95% Confidence Intervals 
sumed to take 1 second for the authent icat ion and association 
processes. I t is expected tha t the s imulated th roughputs ob-
ta ined f rom the Ricean fading model are much lower t han tha t 
of the T w o Ray Ground Reflection model. However, we find 
tha t some results f rom these two models are very close. For our 
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simulat ions related to Ricean Fading model, the received thresh-
old of each frame is inher i ted f rom the settings in the Free Space 
model. Possibly, the random occurrence of construct ive interfer-
ence caused by mu l t i - pa th effect in Ricean fading tr iggers early 
in i t ia l i za t ion processes. Some vehicles can download data out-
side the boundary of the coverage range of the AP. Thus, the 
influence on the average th roughputs caused by the Is delay 
is not obvious in some cases. A p a r t f rom this, we find tha t 
the average th roughputs in h igh traf f ic densities are in general 
higher t han those in low traf f ic densities. Note tha t the 1-second 
delay can sometimes shr ink the AP 's coverage range and th is re-
duces resource content ion among vehicles. Especially, when the 
th roughputs are low like using I E E E 802.11b, a slight increase 
or decrease for one th roughpu t value can great ly affect the av-
erage th roughpu t calculated. 
Now, we look at the analyt ica l results. F rom the figure, the 
crosses are the analy t ica l results on the M / D / C / C only whereas 
the squares are the analy t ica l results on the M / D / C / C w i t h 
headers and M A C overheads. Simi lar ly, we per form a down 
scaling on the analy t ica l results, they match the s imulat ion re-
sults. The s imulated results are close to the squares meaning 
t ha t the analy t ica l results w i t h headers and M A C overheads are 
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more accurate on predict ion. 
A v e r a g e N u m b e r o f B y t e s Rece ived by Vehic les ( M u l t i - l a n e Scenar-
ios) 
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Figure 3.14: Average Bytes Received by Vehicles on Multi-lane Scenarios 
with No Authentication/Association Delay; Data Points on Two Ray Ground 
Reflection and Riceari Fading Simulations are shown with 95% Confidence 
Intervals 
Figure 3.14 shows the average bytes received by vehicles on 
lane 1 to lane 4. We f irst consider authent icat ion and associ-
a t ion delay is 0 second and later to see the delay is 1 second. 
Compar ing Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.14, we observe tha t sim-
ulated th roughputs received in the mul t i - lane si tuat ions shown 
in Figure 3.14 are less than those in the single-lane si tuat ions 
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shown in Figure 3.12. Generally, the average th roughputs are 
less than 1Mbyte. They decrease when the traff ic density in-
creases. Th is can be explained as the number of vehicles keep 
increasing, AP ' s resources are shared among more contending 
vehicles inside the coverage range. Delays tr iggered by a num-
ber of reasons l ike retransmissions ment ioned in previous par t 
also lower the average throughputs . 
F igure 3.15 shows simi lar s i tuat ions bu t vehicles are assumed to 
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Figure 3.15: Average Bytes Received by Vehicles on Multi-lane Scenarios 
with Is Authentication/Association Delay; Data Points on Two Ray Ground 
Reflection and Ricean Fading Simulations are shown with 95% Confidence 
Intervals 
take 1 second for the authent icat ion and association processes. 
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There are a number of factors affecting the average bytes re-
ceived by the vehicles. A n increase in the number of vehicles 
can lead to an increase in the AP 's resource contention. The 
1-second delay can reduce the AP 's coverage and each vehicle 
gets lesser th roughpu t f rom the AP. On the other hand, the 
reduct ion of the AP 's coverage can reduce the number of vehi-
cles contending for the AP 's resources at the same t ime. From 
Figure 3.15, we see tha t the average throughputs are lower t han 
1Mbyte wh ich are lower t han those in single-lane situations. Be-
sides, the average throughputs are simi lar in value. Th is means 
tha t the number of vehicles inside the AP 's coverage may be 
saturated and thus we cannot see any more obvious effect when 
the density of mov ing vehicles keep increasing. 
For the analy t ica l results, same as before, by scaling down the 
analyt ica l data plots of the M / D / C / C and the M / D / C / C w i t h 
Header and M A C Overhead, the analyt ica l results are match 
w i t h the s imulat ion results. Therefore, the analyt ica l model 
can be used to estimate the average throughputs under different 
densities provided tha t we have a correct scaling. 
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D i s t r i b u t i o n o f t h e N u m b e r o f B y t e s Rece ived by Vehic les (Single-
lane Scenar io ) 
Now, we see the d is t r ibu t ion of the number of bytes received by 
the vehicles in the single-line s i tuat ion. Figure 3.16 shows the 
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Figure 3.16: CDF of Number of Bytes Received for a Single-lane Vehicle 
Traffic with No Authentication/Association Delay for Traffic Density k = 
42.28vehs/mile 
CDFs on the number of bytes received by al l vehicles in a single 
lane based on the simulat ions and derived f rom the analyt ical 
model. The traf f ic density is 42.28vehs/mile and there is no 
authent icat ion and association delay in the connect iv i ty in i t ia l -
izat ion. I n the figure, we can see tha t the line showing Ricean 
Fading is on the left of the line showing T w o Ray Ground Re-
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flection model. I t is reasonable as the th roughput obtained by 
each vehicle is generally reduced by the effect of fading. For the 
medians, they are about 0.8Mbytes(per dr ive- th ru per vehicle) 
for the Ricean fading model and 1.1 Mbytes for the T w o Ray 
Ground Reflect ion model. B o t h lines show tha t al l vehicles can 
get resources f rom the A P and the m a x i m u m received through-
puts are about 2Mbytes for Ricean fading model and 3Mbytes 
for Two Ray Ground Reflect ion model. 
Next , we compare the analyt ica l results w i t h tha t of simula-
t i on results. The l ine showing M / D / C / C w i t h Header and 
M A C Overhead follows the trends of the lines showing T w o 
Ray Ground Reflect ion model and Ricean Fading model. I t 
lies between these two lines. The median is O.QMbytes and the 
m a x i m u m received th roughpu t is about 2Mbytes. Note tha t at 
the end of the analyt ica l curve there is a j ump . The reason for 
th is is the analyt ica l model considers the s i tuat ion of only one 
vehicle free passing the AP, unl ike the s i tuat ion on the mobi l -
i t y traces tha t there are always some wireless-equipped vehicles 
fo l lowing behind or in f ront of a vehicle. 
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D i s t r i b u t i o n o f t h e N u m b e r o f B y t e s Rece ived by Vehic les ( M u l t i -
lane Scenar io) 
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Figure 3.17: CDF of Number of Bytes Received for Multiple-lane Vehicle 
Traffic with No Authentication/Association Delay for Traffic Density k = 
218.71vehs/mile 
Figure 3.17 shows the CDFs on the number of bytes received 
by al l the vehicles in mul t i - lane scenario obtained f rom simula-
t ions and derived f rom the analyt ical model. The traf f ic den-
si ty is h igh and is roughly equal to 218.71vehs/mile. Again, 
there is no authent icat ion and association delay in the in i t ia l -
izat ion step. F rom the graph, we find tha t the throughputs re-
ceived by vehicles in mul t i - lane scenario are lower than those in 
single-lane scenario. As ment ioned before, higher resource con-
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ten t ion in mul t i - lane scenario can lead to low received through-
puts of vehicles. Now, we look at the medians. The medians 
are about 0.19Mbytes for the Ricean fading model and about 
0.31 Mbytes for the T w o Ray Ground Reflect ion model. The 
ma jo r i t y of vehicles can receive bytes f rom the A P ranging f rom 
about 0.1 MBy tes to O.TMBytes in Ricean fading model and 
about 0.15MBytes to 0.9MBytes in T w o Ray Ground Reflect ion 
model. Compar ing w i t h Figure 3.16, the range of th roughputs 
received in mul t i - lane scenario is narrower. 
For the analyt ica l results, we find tha t the line showing M / D / C / C 
w i t h Header and M A C Overhead can f i t in to the lines showing 
T w o Ray Ground Reflect ion model and Ricean Fading model. 
The median is about 0.27MBytes and the major th roughpu t 
range is f rom O. lMBytes to 0.9MBytes. Note tha t there is no 
j u m p at the end of the l ine of the analyt ica l result as the density 
of vehicles are h igh in th is s i tuat ion which el iminates the case 
stated in previous par t . 
3.3.3 Scenario of using Auto-rate Algorithm 
As ment ioned in Subsection 2.4.2, when an A P needs to t ransmi t 
a data frame to a cl ient, i t needs to determine an appropr iate 
data rate. We w i l l examine the results of the to ta l number 
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of frames t ransmi t ted by the A P and received by vehicles at 
dif ferent rates and the percentage of t ime spent by the AP 's data 
transmissions and vehicles' data receptions at different rates in 
the fo l lowing parts. 
N u m b e r o f F r a m e s T r a n s m i t t e d b y t h e A P a n d R e c e i v e d b y t h e 
Veh ic les a t D i f f e r e n t Ra tes 
Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 show the to ta l number of frames 
t ransmi t ted by the A P and received by the vehicles at different 
rates w i t h and w i t hou t the count of retransmission frames re-
spectively. F i rs t ly , we compare the transmission par t w i t h the 
recept ion par t in Figure 3.19. For the use of 11Mbps in the 
AP ' s data transmissions, about 78% frames are successfully re-
ceived by the vehicles. However, for the use of 1Mbps, about 
41% frames are successfully received by the vehicles. T h a t is 
about a hal f for the use of 11Mbps. Th is implies tha t there is 
a large successful p robab i l i t y for the mov ing vehicles to receive 
data in the highest data rate compared w i t h t ha t in the lowest 
data rate. 
Next , we compare the transmission par t w i t h the reception par t 
in Figure 3.18 t ha t includes the retransmission frames. Clearly, 
the use of h igh data rates for transmissions has a large success-
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5.5Mbps, the successful reception percentages are about 78% 
and 42% which are much higher tha t the low data rates 2Mbps 
and 1Mbps of about 15% and 31%. To conclude, data frames 
sent at lower data rates have a large unsuccessful p robab i l i t y 
in reception. Therefore, even A P keeps resending the frames at 
low data rates, those frames are s t i l l not successfully delivered 
at the end. 
P e r c e n t a g e o f T i m e S lo ts U s e d i n t h e A P ' s T ransm iss i ons a n d t h e 
Veh ic les ' R e c e p t i o n s at D i f f e r e n t Ra tes 
Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21 show the percentage of t ime spent 
by the AP ' s data transmissions and the vehicles' data receptions 
at dif ferent rates w i t h and w i t hou t the count of retransmission 
frames respectively. Note tha t for the reception par t , since there 
are t ransmission losses resulted f rom a number of factors l ike 
fading, the t o ta l percentage for receptions is not equal to 100%. 
Now, we look at Figure 3.21 tha t does not include retransmis-
sion frames. For the transmission par t , the A P spends about 
40% of t ime to use the lowest data b i t rate 1Mbps to send data. 
The A P spends about 16-25% of t ime to use other data rates to 
t ransmi t data. Th is can be explained by the use of round-rob in 
scheduler in I E E E 802.11. W h e n there are a number of vehicles 
inside the AP ' s coverage, the scheduler w i l l serve each vehicle 
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Figure 3.21: Percentage of Time Slots Used in the AP's Transmissions and 
the Vehicles' Receptions at Different Rates without Retries 
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i n a round- rob in manner regardless of different data rates. 
F rom Figure 3.20 tha t includes retransmission frames, we can 
see tha t the A P uses nearly 90% of t ime to t ransmi t data at 
low data rates 2Mbps and 1Mbps. Since the A P uses a discrete 
data rate jus t lower t han the data rate tha t has been used in the 
f irst a t tempt in the auto-rate a lgor i thm, a lot of retransmission 
frames are t ransmi t ted at low data rates. Besides, the successful 
p robab i l i t y of using the lowest data rates, i.e. 1Mbps, for trans-
missions for the vehicles in the fr inge area of the AP 's coverage is 
low, retransmissions using tha t data rate occur frequently. Also, 
the channel occupat ion t ime for t r ansm i t t i ng data in low data 
rates is longer t han tha t in h igh data rates. As a result, even 
we use low data rates to carry the retransmission process, those 
frames have a large chance tha t can' t be successfully delivered. 
Th is wastes system resource and t ime for doing so. 
A l l these lead to a bad th roughpu t performance of the round-
rob in scheduler and I E E E 802.11 M A C . Clearly, we need to 
change the scheduling a lgor i thm besides the rate adapt ion al-
go r i t hm in order to have an obvious performance improvement. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
The Design and 
Implementation of VECADS 
I n the previous chapter, we have seen how bad I E E E 802.11 
performs under realistic case. In this chapter, we propose a 
downl ink scheduling scheme that is suitable for the roadside 
Access Points(APs) placed in highway scenarios. I t is called 
VEhicu lar Context-Aware Downstream Scheduling( VECADS). 
The design is based on the fol lowing key idea: Exp lo i t ing the 
feasibil i ty of using vehicular context. We consider bo th System 
Throughput Maximization and Fairness in our scheduling. In 
part icular, we t r y to help "weak" vehicles to get AP's resources 
and avoid starvation. Besides, we implement an auto-rate al-
gor i thm and consider different situations under fading environ-
ment. I n the fol lowing section, we w i l l analyze the considerable 
73 
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issues wh ich mot ivate the design of our new scheduling scheme. 
A f te r tha t , we w i l l describe the detai led design and implemen-
tation of VECADS. 
4.1 Towards the Design of an Intelligent Schedul-
ing for Drive-thru Internet 
There are a number of factors we need to consider when we 
design a new scheduling a lgor i thm. F i rs t and foremost, we need 
to consider both System Throughput Maximization and Fairness 
i n our design. I n par t icu lar , we need to deal w i t h the Fairness 
issue caused by different vehicles' speeds and different antenna 
gains. To avoid starvat ion, we should help “weak，，vehicles to get 
enough data w i t hou t causing excessive degradat ion in System 
Throughput. We w i l l discuss them in the fo l lowing subsections. 
4.1.1 System Throughput Maximization vs Fairness 
W h e n we consider a scheduling a lgor i thm, mostly, we want to 
achieve System Throughput Maximization. Based on the idea 
of MV-MAX, we know tha t a roadside A P should maximize 
its u t i l i t y in order to achieve effectiveness. We reuse the idea 
of “Peak-picking，，of the signal strengths of the clients in MV-
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MAX. On the other hand, MV-MAX also inspires us tha t the 
impor tance of prov id ing Fairness scheduling. As MV-MAX ig-
nores the considerat ion on vehicle/channel heterogeneity, such 
as difference in antenna gains (Subsection 4.1.2) arid difference 
in vehicles' speeds(Subsection 4.1.3), “weak” vehicles w i l l be 
starved. We want to address this problem in our design. To 
summarize, we want to design a new scheduling a lgor i thm tha t 
considers both System Throughput Maximization and Fairness. 
4.1.2 Antenna 
^ I — 入 vehicle w i th low-gain antenna 
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Figure 4.1: Variations on the Received Signal Powers from the AP by 2 
Vehicles, one has a High-gain Antenna and the other has a Low-gain Antenna 
Figure 4.1 shows the signal profiles experienced by 2 vehicles 
when they are passing a roadside A P in different t imes. One 
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vehicle has a high-gain antenna and the other has a low-gain 
antenna. We can observe tha t there is a clear difference on the 
received signal powers of these 2 vehicles. Specifically, the vehi-
cle wh ich has the high-gain antenna has a bet ter signal profi le. 
I f the A P always serves vehicles which always experience good 
channel condit ions, then vehicles wh ich experience poor chan-
nel condit ions w i l l be ignored and starved. The difference in 
antenna gains can lead to unfairness in receiving services. Th is 
is impo r tan t for al l the vehicles inside the AP 's coverage range 
get t ing enough resources f rom the A P regardless of the channel 
behavior thei r experienced. We need to deal w i t h th is unfairness 
prob lem in our new scheduler. 
4.1.3 Speed 
As described in [27, 28], speed is also an impor tan t factor re-
gard ing Fairness. For example, a fast-moving vehicle on average 
has less t ime exposing to the A P coverage compared w i t h a slow-
mov ing vehicle. As a consequence, the fast-moving vehicle w i l l 
receive less cumulat ive data bytes f rom the A P and the slow-
mov ing vehicle w i l l get more. Clearly, more scheduling slots 
should be given to fast-moving vehicles when they are inside the 
AP ' s coverage. There are 2 ways to do so. The f irst method is 
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to assign absolute highest p r io r i t y values to fast-moving vehicles 
when they are in the coverage. However, the absolute p r io r i t y 
can only be applicable for small number of contending vehi-
cles (probably 2-3 clients inside the coverage). I f there are plenty 
of contending vehicles (more than 3), i t is l ikely tha t the A P w i l l 
only select fast-moving vehicles and starve slow-moving vehicles. 
Th is implies tha t the A P cannot always serve fast-moving vehi-
cles even they are inside the coverage. The al ternat ive method 
is to penalize slow-moving vehicles. Th is method doesn't affect 
any p r io r i t y value calculated on the basis of the vehicular context 
in format ion. By establishing relat ionship between a pre-defined 
probab i l i t y model and different vehicles' speeds, the AP ' s sched-
uler can provide more oppor tun i t y for fast-moving vehicles to 
get more "a i r - t ime" dur ing thei r shorter so journ under the A P 
coverage when compared w i t h the slow-moving vehicles. The 
unfairness prob lem between the fast and slow moving vehicles 
can be al leviated. 
4.1.4 Noisy Measurement of Predicting Channel Con-
dition based on RSSI(or Similar Metrics) only 
Wireless channel is affected by a number of factors like noise, 
interference and fading and the qual i ty is t ime-vary ing. I f we 
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only use signal parameter l ike Received Signal Strength Indica-
tor (RSSI) to indicate or predict channel condit ions, the result 
is noisy and is less reliable. For our study, we t r y to exploi t the 
feasibi l i ty of using vehicular context such as the vehicle's speed, 
the distance between the vehicle and the A P and the cumula-
t ive bytes received by each vehicle, to leverage the scheduling 
process. I n par t icu lar , the vehicular context can help the AP 's 
scheduler to get a clearer p ic ture on the real- t ime traff ic infor-
ma t i on and the d is t r ibu t ion on the cumulat ive bytes received by 
vehicles in the coverage. Then, the AP 's scheduler can make a 
bet ter decision in selecting wh ich vehicle to serve. 
4.1.5 Region for Serving "Weak" Vehicles 
To help “weak” vehicles, an A P can provide addi t iona l serving 
t ime slots for them. B u t when should these slots be given? A t 
the fr inge area of the AP 's coverage, vehicles are l ikely to use 
lower data rates. Also, there is a higher p robab i l i t y of get t ing 
frame losses due to poor channel condit ions. Therefore, the A P 
should bet ter help “weak” clients when they are coming close to 
i t . I n fact, under typ ica l circumstances, 
the shorter the distance between A P and the vehicle, 
the higher the probab i l i t y of the vehicle using highest 
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achievable data rates for transmissions and receptions. 
I t is d i f f icu l t for a normal vehicle to get h igh data rates at the 
fr inge area of the AP 's coverage. I t is expected tha t the re-
ceived signal strengths of the A P are stronger when the vehicles 
are get t ing closer to the A P as there is an inverse relat ionship 
between the power received by a receiver and the distance f rom 
the source to the receiver. Vehicles can use higher achievable 
data rates in a place where they get strong signal strengths f rom 
the AP. Therefore, the A P needs to ensure tha t "weak" vehicles 
should have higher pr ior i t ies to be served than those "strong" 
clients when they b o t h get closer to the AP. 
4.2 System Model 
A general descr ipt ion of the system model has been given in Sec-
t i on 3.1. Here, we add some more parameters which are used in 
our proposed scheduling scheme. Table 4.1 lists al l the related 
parameters. 
We mod i fy the Acknowledge(ACK) frames so tha t they can 
carry addi t iona l instantaneous in fo rmat ion inc lud ing t imestamp 
t, vehicle z's instantaneous position(x^^(t), y 办 ) ) a t t ime t, speed 
Vi of vehicle i and cumulat ive bytes received b^{t) of vehicle i at 
t ime t dur ing the current dr ive- thru. Figure 4.2 shows a vehicle 
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Table 4.1: Symbols used in the System Model 
D The coverage diameter of the AP 
i Identification of vehicle i in the AP coverage range 
di{t) Distance between the AP and vehicle i at time t 
Si{t) Average signal power of vehicle i for a period of time up 
to time t 
R{t) Nominal data rate of all the vehicles in the coverage for a 
period of time up to time t 
V(t) Nominal speed of all the vehicles in the coverage for a 
period of time up to time t 
B{t) Nominal cumulative bytes received of all the vehicles in 
the coverage for a period of time up to time t 
Si{t) Instantaneous signal power received from the AP by ve-
hicle i at time t 
r^{t) MAC bit rate of vehicle i mapped from Si{t) at time t 
b^{t) Cumulative bytes received by vehicle i up to time t 
( x � ) ’ yi{t)) Instantaneous position of vehicle i at time t 
Vi Speed of vehicle i 
Pi{t) Priority value of vehicle i computed by the AP at time t 
sends a modi f ied A C K frame when i t has received a unicast data 
frame or Beacon frame. Note tha t t , ( X i ( t ) , y i { t ) ) , vi and hi(t) 
are updated in the AP ' s associated table when the A P has jus t 
received an A C K frame f rom vehicle i. 
Af te r the A P has received the vehicular in fo rmat ion f rom 
vehicle i , i t can fur ther compute and update the Pr io r i t y value 
Pi{t) for vehicle i at t ime t. P r io r i t y value P i { t ) is used by the 
A P to determine wh ich vehicle should be served in each round 
of scheduling process. On compar ing different P r io r i t y values 
in the table, the A P can pick the vehicle who has the highest 
p r io r i t y value. 
For calculat ing the P r io r i t y value P i { t ) , the A P uses the received 
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Figure 4.2: Vehicular Information is Fed Back to the AP 
vehicular in fo rmat ion of the vehicles. However, different param-
eters have different units. Th is is better to normalize al l those 
parameters when the A P computes the mathemat ica l results. 
Those parameters include the data rates, the distances between 
the A P and the vehicles, the vehicles' speeds and the cumulat ive 
bytes received of the vehicles. I n par t icu lar , the data rate r丄 t ) , 
the speed Vi and the cumulat ive bytes received of vehicle i 
are normal ized by the nomina l data rate R{t) of al l the vehicles 
in the coverage for a per iod of t ime up to t ime t, the nomina l 
speed V{t) of al l the vehicles in the coverage for a per iod of 
t ime up to t ime t and the nomina l bytes received B{t) of al l the 
vehicles in the coverage for a per iod of t ime up to t ime t re-
spectively. The nomina l values are calculated by the AP. They 
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are al l calculated by using the Exponent ia l ly Weighted Mov ing 
A v e r a g e ( E W M A ) and are l isted as follows: 
R(t) X R(t) + (1 — 例 X r , ( t ) 
V(t) = 7 X V(t) + (1 - 7 ) X 仍 
B(t) = 6 X B(t) + (1 X 職 
/?, 7 and 5 are parameters to contro l the time-scale of the Mov ing 
Average mechanism. Specifically, /?, 7 and 5 contro l the nomi-
na l parameters R{t), V{t) and B{t) respectively. Some nomina l 
parameters wh ich in t u r n act as denominators for normal izat ion 
in the calculat ion of Pi{t). Therefore, the nomina l parameters 
should keep relat ively constant for a longer t ime scale. We tested 
the values of 7 and 5 and set t hem al l to 0.9875, so they can 
keep stable for calculat ions and also can adapt to changes in 
global environment. 
R{t) is updated upon receiving any A C K f rom the vehicles in 
response to the receptions of Beacon frames or unicast data 
frames. V{t) and B{t) are updated when the A P wants to re-
move an ent ry of a vehicle f rom the associated table. R{t), V{t) 
and B(t) s tar t w i t h in i t i a l values under different si tuations. For 
example, in our contro l s imulat ion, R{t) is set to 5.5Mbps, V{t) 
is set to 13.41m/s and B(t) is set to O.GMBytes. I t is reasonable 
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to in i t ia l ize R{t) to be half of the m a x i m u m data rate 11Mbps. 
For V"⑷，13.41m/s is the normal speed of al l the vehicles in our 
s imulat ion. For B{t), 0 .6MBytes is an approximate value of the 
median of the cumulat ive bytes received of al l the vehicles under 
the scheduling scheme MV-MAX. 
4.3 The Design of VECADS 
I n th is section, we w i l l describe our proposed scheduling scheme 
called VEh icu la r Context -Aware Downstream Scheduling( VECADS). 
I t consists of the fo l lowing 3 ideas: (A) Using Vehicular Context 
to Help Scheduling, (B) Penal iz ing Slow Vehicles in the Cover-
age and (C) Round-Rob in Scheduling for “Weak” Vehicles in 
Sweet Zone. 
4.3.1 Using Vehicular Context to Help Scheduling 
We propose a novel scheduling method which makes use of ve-
hicular context in format ion. For the basic sett ing, the mapped 
Transmission Da ta Rate(n(力 ) )by the A P to vehicle i at t ime 
t and the Distance between the A P and the vehicle i{di{t)) at 
t ime t are chosen as the context. 
W h e n a normal vehicle comes close to the AP, the signal s t rength 
of the A P received by the vehicle becomes stronger. W h e n the 
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vehicle goes away f rom the AP, the received signal s t rength w i l l 
drop. Clearly, the A P can use for leveraging the schedul-
ing process as r i { t ) impl ies the distance between the A P and 
the vehicle. Th is idea is l ike the one proposed in [6]. However, 
r i { t ) is sensitive to any change of the channel qual i ty. Th is in-
fo rmat ion is less reliable under some si tuat ions like deep fading 
due to physical blockage, though the vehicle is close to the AP. 
A l ternat ive ly , the A P can use (！拟 for leveraging the scheduling 
process as i t shows the p rox im i t y of the vehicle to the AP. B u t 
d i { t ) ignores any channel condi t ion and thus i t is less adaptive 
to t ime-vary ing wireless channel. 
I n order to have a bet ter P r io r i t y assignment, we decide to in-
clude b o t h the channel qual i ty 's parameter and the dis-
tance's parameter d i { t ) in the P r io r i t y calculat ion. The Pr io r i t y 
value is a funct ion of and d i { t ) and the expression is: 
J ^ ^ 
I t^^^ I \ 
^ B^i^ S^I 1 〉 
I ^ ^ C^^ / 
1 I / 
^ D H 
I ‘ 
Figure 4.3: Using Distance Information for Scheduling 
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P办)=f[r,机d趣 
Since we want to do Pr io r i t y comparison for different vehicles, i t 
is bet ter to normal ize r办）and d i { t ) in the calculat ion. For 
the mapped Da ta Rate n ⑷ of vehicle i at t ime t is normal ized by 
the Nomina l Da ta Rate R{t) of the vehicles in the AP 's coverage 
range w i t h i n a per iod of t ime up to t ime t. The expression is: 
锁 - 截 
For d i { t ) , we denote a new normal ized p rox im i t y parameter for 
vehicle i at t ime t as Q(t ) should be inversely p ropor t iona l 
to i.e. oc The reason for creat ing such vari-
able is to assign a large value in the P r io r i t y value calculat ion 
when vehicle i comes close to the AP. However, we find tha t 
th is is not suitable for set t ing Ci{t) = as the calculated Pr i -
o r i t y value w i l l increase dramat ica l ly when d i { t ) becomes very 
small. Instead, we use another calculat ion tha t makes use of the 
standard AP 's Coverage Radius 夸(see Figure 4.3) for the nor-
mal izat ion. Specifically, the Distance between the A P and the 
vehicle z⑷⑴）a t t ime t is subtracted f rom f and the difference 
is fur ther d iv ided by 号.The expression is: 
鄉 = 
v 
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Therefore, for the P r io r i t y value assignment, i t is a funct ion of 
the normal ized data rate(f^i ⑴）and the normal ized p rox im i t y 
paramete r(力)）and the expression is: 
m 二 湖 ) 
We apply a m i n i m u m funct ion in advance, the expression be-
comes: 
P i { t ) 二 m i n [ f z ⑷ ， ⑷ ： 
As such, the A P w i l l only serve vehicles tha t have higher 
data rates and they are geographical ly located near the AP 's 
posi t ion. Performance degradat ion prob lem caused by serving 
low-data-rate vehicles at the fr inge area can be el iminated. Also, 
vehicles t ha t have ext ra high-gain antennas bu t are far away 
f rom the A P are penalized. Th is can reduce thei r occupat ion 
t ime in get t ing AP ' s resources. One drawback of doing so is 
t ha t those vehicles tha t get close to the A P bu t experience poor 
channel condit ions (lower data rates) are suffered. St i l l , we use 
th is method as the fundamenta l P r io r i t y assignment because 
the goal of th is par t is to increase accuracy in p ick ing vehicles 
to serve and achieve effectiveness of u t i l i z ing the AP 's resources. 
I n Subsection 4.3.3，we w i l l in t roduce an addi t iona l idea to help 
those "weak" vehicles. 
There is an al ternat ive calculat ion for the normal ized p rox im i t y 
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parameter, we map d i { t ) to another discrete value by using 
a stepwise funct ion called Stepwise Distance{). The mapping 
funct ion is based on the received power thresholds on different 
data rates. These are calculated based on the power-distance 
relat ionship f rom Free Space model. We denote Q(t ) as the 
normal ized p rox im i t y parameter using Stepwise DistanceQ for 
vehicle i at t ime t and the expression is: 
f 
贵， i f diXt) <二 DThresfiRi 
鲁，if d,{t) <= DThreshn^ 
Ci{t) = StepwiseDistance{d^{t))= < 贵，if < = DThreshn^ 
f , if d,{t) <=DThreshR^ 
0, otherwise. 
\ 
For our mu l t i - ra te sett ing, we simulate I E E E 802.11b and the 
value of k in DThreshpi^, is 4 as there are 4 discrete data rates. 
Specifically, these 4 values are 48.2m, 67.1m, 74.7m and 100m[4 
which represents the use of 11Mbps, 5,5Mbps, 2Mbps and 1Mbps 
respectively. Therefore, 
( 
转， i f 48.2m 
I f , i f d,{t) < = 67.1m 
= < 吾， i f d,( t ) < = 74.7m 
古’ i f d,( t ) < = 100m 
0, otherwise. 
v 
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4.3.2 Penalizing Slow Vehicles in the Coverage 
Speed is the most relevant parameter when we discuss vehicles 
in mot ion. I n the highway scenarios, vehicles are moving at 
slow, normal or h igh speeds in a relat ively constant manner for 
a certa in per iod of t ime. We assume tha t speeds of the vehicles 
remain unchanged when the vehicles are mov ing in the l im i ted 
AP ' s coverage of near 200 meters. 
Normal ly , for a s low-moving vehicle, i t has more t ime and more 
oppo r tun i t y to interact w i t h the AP. I t is expected tha t the ve-
hicle can get more resources f rom the AP. For a fast-moving 
vehicle, the s i tua t ion is opposite. I n our study, we find tha t 
i f there are p lenty of fast-moving vehicles inside the coverage, 
g iv ing absolute p r io r i t y for those fast-moving vehicles to get the 
AP ' s resources w i l l starve the slow-moving vehicles. 
Therefore, we propose to use a probab i l i t y model to penalize the 
s low-moving vehicles. I t is implemented in the AP 's scheduling 
process. F i rs t , we define a pool of vehicles called the Serving 
Pool. The Serving Pool is to store potential candidates to re-
ceive services f rom the AP. The A P selects one client f rom the 
Serving Pool to serve in each round of scheduling. W h e n a vehi-
cle i has a norma l speed or a higher speed Vi t han the Nomina l 
Speed V{t) of the vehicles in the coverage w i t h i n a per iod of 
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Prob(V//V ⑴)） 
' b r 
0.25 r I 
I ! ^ v / v ⑴ 
0 0.25 1 
Figure 4.4: Probability Model on Penalizing Slow-moving Vehicles 
t ime up to t ime t, vehicle i can always be admi t ted into the 
Serving Pool. W h e n a vehicle's speed is lower than V{t), i ts 
p robab i l i t y of being admi t ted into the Serving Pool is reduced. 
The related probab i l i t y is l inear ly propor t iona l to the speed of 
the slow-moving vehicle i ts own and is represented by For 
example, provided tha t V{t) is equal to 50km/h , a vehicle hav-
ing speed of 4 0 k m / h has a probab i l i t y of 0.8 to be admi t ted into 
the Serving Pool whereas a vehicle having speed of 3 0 k m / h has 
a p robab i l i t y of 0.6 to be admi t ted into the Serving Pool The 
former one has a higher oppor tun i t y to be admi t ted into the 
Serving Pool in each round of scheduling decision. 
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There is a m i n i m u m threshold Probmin on the probab i l i t y func-
t ion. We guarantee tha t al l the s low-moving vehicles have op-
por tun i t ies to be admi t ted in to the Serving Pool We set th is 
threshold to be 0.25. Figure 4.4 shows the details of the proba-
b i l i t y funct ion. The expression of the p robab i l i t y funct ion is: 
f 
1 i f >— 1 
P⑶bri admi t ted in to Serving Pool — ] if P�b川;^ < < 1 
Probmin, otherwise. v 
The A P determines the probabi l i t ies of al l the clients and pushes 
the successful candidates in to the Serving Pool in each round of 
scheduling. Then, the A P can choose one candidate in the Pool 
to serve according to the idea in Subsection 4.3.1. 
4.3.3 Round-Robin Scheduling for “Weak，，Vehicles in 
the "Sweet Zone，， 
Penal iz ing s low-moving vehicles using the idea in Subsection 
4.3.2 is not enough for helping “weak” vehicles. The reason is 
t ha t "strong" vehicles can s t i l l be admi t ted in to the Serving Pool 
i n each round of scheduling and they are always selected to serve 
under the idea in Subsection 4.3.1 due to stronger signal they 
received. Clearly, we need to help "weak" vehicles expl ic i t ly. I n 
th is par t , we define a region called “Sweet Zone” specifically for 
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“weak” vehicles to get data as long as they get close to the AP. 
I t is i l lus t ra ted in Figure 4.5. 
W h e n vehicles enter the “Sweet Zone'\ the A P w i l l check their 
cumulat ive bytes received. Suppose vehicle i gets less through-
pu t than half of the Nomina l Cumulat ive Bytes Received B{t) of 
the vehicles inside the AP 's coverage at t ime t, i.e. bi{t) < 
the AP will put vehicle i into the ''Weak'' Vehicle Pool Ve-
hicle i w i l l be served in th is round of scheduling regardless of 
i ts P r io r i t y value. I n addi t ion, i f there is more than one vehi-
cle in the ^'Weak^' Vehicle Pool, the AP wi l l serve them in a 
round- rob in manner. Th is round-rob in scheduling is different 
f rom tha t of typ ica l I E E E 802.11 in a way tha t the served vehi-
cles are close to the A P and they are achieving their m a x i m u m 
possible data rates. We emphasize tha t no mat ter a "strong" 
vehicle or a "weak" vehicle, when i t is far away f rom the AP, the 
m a x i m u m achievable data rate is not h igh as power loss is pro-
Kgl^  C^^: ‘ \ 
L^ S^  e^ E^  j ^ ^ 1 c^^ 〉 
j ^ ^ ：—…—…」^^ / 
i< D H 
I • 
Figure 4.5: “Sweet Zone” is the Shadowed Region 
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por t iona l to the distance f rom the source. Therefore, we define 
the “Sweet Zone” to be a reasonable size. We mark th is “Zone” 
to be a rectangle by using 4 coordinates { X s z j . Y s Z j ) , where 
j = 0,1. The combinat ion can be {Xszq, Yszq), {Xszi.Yszq), 
{Xszq, Yszi) and {Xszi,Yszi). Th is is bounded by the area for 
wh ich a norma l vehicle can achieve its m a x i m u m data rate. 
Figures 4 . 6 - 4 . 8 show the cumulat ive bytes received by the vehi-
cles in dif ferent groups. The in fo rmat ion is captured in different 
distances before the mov ing vehicles passing the AP. These dis-
tances are -30m, -20m and -10m. If we set the “Sweet Zone'' to 
be (-30, 0), (30, 0), (-30, 15), (30, 15), some of the clients jus t 
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Figure 4.6: Cumulative Bytes Received of Different Types of Vehicles in 
the Distance -30m from the AP; LG means Low-gain Antenna, NG means 
Normal-gain Antenna, HG means High-gain Antenna; F means Fast-moving 
Speed, N means Normal-moving speed, S means Slow-moving Speed 
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Speed, N means Normal-moving speed, S means Slow-moving Speed 
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Figure 4.8: Cumulative Bytes Received of Different Types of Vehicles in 
the Distance -10m from the AP; LG means Low-gain Antenna, NG means 
Normal-gain Antenna, HG means High-gain Antenna; F means Fast-moving 
Speed, N means Normal-moving speed, S means Slow-moving Speed 
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Different Positions; LG means Low-gain Antenna, NG means Normal-gain 
Antenna, HG means High-gain Antenna; F means Fast-moving speed, N 
means Normal-moving Speed, S means Slow-moving Speed 
associate to the AP(see Figure 4.9) and the ma jo r i t y of the vehi-
cles do not get hal f of the Nomina l Cumula t ive Bytes Received 
when they are far f rom the AP, almost al l clients w i l l pu t into 
the ''Weak'' Vehicle Pool Th is is not what we want. Therefore, 
we place the “Sweet Zone” backwards. 
4.3.4 Rate Adaptation Algorithm in VECADS 
As described in Section 2.4, when a roadside A P delivers data 
to mov ing vehicles, i t needs to consider at what rate the A P 
should serve the selected vehicle. For our design, we introduce 
a receiver-based auto-rate a lgor i thm. On the A P side, a cache 
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table stores the in fo rmat ion of the associated clients. Whenever 
a vehicle client z (receiver) in the coverage range receives any 
unicast data frame or per iodical ly broadcasted Beacon frame 
f rom the A P (sender), cl ient i w i l l send an A C K frame back to 
the AP. The modi f ied A C K frame contains rcccivcd signal power 
Si{t) of the last frame t ransmi t ted f rom the A P to the client. 
W h e n the A P receives the A C K frame, the A P w i l l calculate 
the average Signal Power of vehicle i w i t h i n a per iod of t ime up 
to t ime t, Si{t)^ based on using the E W M A which is simi lar to 
those nomina l parameters described in the Section 4.2: 
棚 = a X 即）+ (1 — a ) X 姻 
We tested the value of a in our simulat ions. We find tha t simu-
lat ions per fo rm the best when a is in the range of 0.8 to 0.9. We 
s imply set a to be 0.8 in al l our simulat ions. The calculated the 
average value of S i { t ) is then mapped to a corresponding data 
rate r ; ⑷ according to the pre-defined power threshold values 
for different data rates. They are calculated according to the 
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Free Space model: 
ii S说 <=PThreshRi 
ii Sdt) <二 PThresfiR: 
PowertoRate脚Y) = n ⑷ 二 I i?3, i f < = P T h r e s h R s 
i?4, if S^{t) < = PThreshR^ 
0, otherwise. 
、 
We use I E E E 802.11b in our simulat ions. I n our sett ing, R i is 
the m a x i m u m data rate 11Mbps, R〗is the data rate 5.5Mbps, 
i?3 is the data rate 2Mbps and i?4 is the data rate I M b p s ^ 
Da ta rate r i { t ) wh ich w i l l be referenced by the AP ' s scheduler 
to t ransmi t next data frame to vehicle i. 
We also implement the retransmission procedure. The retrans-
mission l im i ts ma in l y follows the M A C layer's Short Ret ry L i m i t 
and Long Re t ry L i m i t . The former one is 7 and the lat ter one 
is 4. For our sett ing, the A P always sends smal l frames below 
1500bytes, so the re t ry l im i t is 7. For any retransmission, the 
frame is kept sending at a rate jus t lower t han the rate used in 
f i rst a t tempt . For example, i f a frame t ransmi t ted at 11Mbps 
is lost, the A P w i l l keep sending the frame at 5.5Mbps 7 t imes 
before g iv ing up. 
^PThreshR^ = 4.13064e-09, PThreshn^ = 2.13141e-09, PThreshR^ = 1.71977e-09, 
PThreshn^ = 9.59647e-10[4]. 
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4.4 The Implementa t ion of VECADS 
I n th is section, we w i l l describe how the ideas given in the pre-
vious subsections are actual ly implemented in VECADS. 
4.4.1 Overall System Architecture of VECADS 
The implementa t ion of VECADS consists of 4 parts, the Vehic-
ular Context Tracking, the Transmission Rate Adaptation over 
the Air Link, the Vehicle Selecting and the Scheduler. Fig-
ure 4.10 shows the overall system architecture of VECADS. For 
the Vehicular Context Tracking, it performs Vehicular Context 
Collection by gather ing vehicular in fo rmat ion sent by the vehi-
cles inside the AP ' s coverage. Then, i t performs Priority Value 
Update to calculate and update the P r io r i t y values of the vehi-
cles by using signal parameters and p rox im i t y parameters. I n 
par t icu lar , for vehicle i, the Da ta Ra te ( r i ( t ) ) of vehicle i at t ime 
t is the signal parameter and the Distance between the A P and 
vehicle (力)）(calculated f rom y i { t ) ) at t ime t is the prox-
i m i t y parameter. They are fur ther normal ized by the Nomina l 
Da ta Rate i?“力）（maintained by the A P ) at t ime t and the Cover-
age Radius of the A P D/2 respectively. The calculated Priority-
values w i l l be used in the Vehicle Selecting. 
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calculates the Exponent ia l Weighted Mov ing Average ( E W M A ) 
of the Signal Power S i { t ) at t ime t by using the fresh fed back 
signal power s 拟 received by vehicle i . The updated S 烛 w i l l 
then be mapped to a corresponding data rate n ⑷ tha t w i l l be 
used for the P r io r i t y value calculat ion and for the next trans-
mission by the A P to vehicle i. 
For the Vehicle Selecting, the ma in funct ion is to determine 
the " r igh t " vehicle and pass i t to the Scheduler to serve in 
each round of scheduling. Th is par t consists of 3 modules, the 
''Weak'' Vehicle Pool Update, the Serving Pool Update and the 
Priority Value Comparison. For the ''Weak'' Vehicle Pool Up-
date module, the ma in task is to help "weak" vehicles to get 
the AP 's resources when the condit ions are suitable. I n par-
t icu lar , when vehicle i is close to the A P and is in the “Sweet 
Zone”(us ing Xi{ t ) and y i { t ) to determine i t ) , the A P w i l l check 
the cumulat ive bytes received hi(t) of tha t vehicle i. I f the re-
ceived bytes are less tha t a threshold value (Nomina l Cumulat ive 
Bytes Received Bi{t) of vehicles inside the AP 's coverage w i t h i n 
a per iod of t ime up to t ime t ) , the Vehicle Selecting w i l l select 
th is vehicle and pass i t to the Scheduler to serve w i t h respec-
t ive data rate determined by the Transmission Rate Adaptation 
over the Air Link regardless of its P r io r i t y value in th is round 
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of scheduling. For the Serving Pool Update module, if vehicle i 
moves at speed Vi, the speed w i l l be fed to the module to deter-
mine the p robab i l i t y of being admi t ted in to the Serving Pool. 
Th is is to give vehicles different serving probabi l i t ies according 
to thei r speeds. B y doing so, the fast-moving vehicles can get 
more serving slots compared w i t h the s low-moving vehicles. The 
unfairness issue described in Subsection 4.1.3 can be alleviated. 
Th is calculat ion involves the use of the Nomina l Speed Vi{t) of 
the vehicles in the AP 's coverage w i t h i n a per iod of t ime up 
to time t. For the Priority Value Comparison module, the Pri-
or i t y values of the vehicles calculated by the Vehicular Context 
Tracking are compared in each round of the scheduling. Suppose 
vehicle i has the highest P r io r i t y value Pi{t)^ i t w i l l be selected 
and w i l l be served in th is round. We s imply set vehicles tha t are 
geographical ly closer to the A P and have higher signal strengths 
to have higher P r io r i t y values. I n th is way, System Throughput 
Maximization can be achieved. 
4.4.2 Overall Scheduling Flow of VECADS 
Figure 4.11 shows the overall flow of the Scheduling done by 
the Vehicle Selecting and the Scheduler. First of all, the Vehicle 
Selecting w i l l check whether there are clients in the "Weak" Ve-
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Initialization 
^ New scheduling round * 
Serving one candidate Yes j.」• • 
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Pool at a time 
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Yes ^ x ^ n v candidate is in No 
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^v^ie Serving PoolTy^ Priority value in the 
Association Table to serve 
Yes 
Picking one candidate 
who has the highest 
Priority value in the 
Serving Pool to serve 
Figure 4.11: Overall Flow Chart for VECADS's Scheduling 
hide Pool, i f yes, the Scheduler w i l l serve them in a round- rob in 
manner, if no, the Vehicle Selecting wi l l construct the ''Weak'' 
Vehicle Pool again. If there are clients in the "Weak^^ Vehicle 
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Pool after the construct ion, the Vehicle Selecting w i l l select one 
client in the "Weak'' Vehicle Pool and gives the Scheduler to 
serve and then another scheduling round w i l l s tar t . I f there is 
no cl ient i n the “W^eafc” Vehicle Pool after the construct ion, the 
Vehicle Selecting wi l l construct the Serving Pool according to 
the serving probabi l i t ies of the vehicles. A f te r tha t , the Vehi-
cle Selecting w i l l check whether there are clients in the Serving 
Pool. I f yes, the Vehicle Selecting wi l l select the client in the 
Serving Pool who has the highest P r io r i t y value and give the 
Scheduler to serve. If no, the Vehicle Selecting wi l l select the 
client in the Assocation Table instead. 
4.4.3 Algorithms in VECADS 
To fur ther expla in the imp lementa t ion of VECADS, we describe 
the a lgor i thms in VECADS as follows. F i rs t , we look at 
the Vehicular Context Collection and Priority Value Update in 
VECADS's Vehicular Context Tracking. Algorithm 1 shows the 
details on them. I n l ine 3, when vehicle i receives any unicast 
data frame or per iodical ly broadcasted Beacon frame f rom the 
AP, vehicle i w i l l send an A C K frame at t ime t conta in ing an 
in fo rmat ion vector { t , ⑷，Xi{t),队⑴，Vi, back to the AP. 
I n l ine 5 and l ine 8，the A P receives the A C K frame and i t calcu-
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A l g o r i t h m 1 Implementation of VECADS's Vehicular Context Tracking: 
Vehicular Context Collection and Priority Value Update 
1: The AP sends a unicast data frame or broadcast frame to the associated 
client(s) inside the AP's coverage ； 
2: 
3： Vehicle i receives a unicast data frame or broadcast frame from the AP 
and vehicle i sends an acknowledge frame(ACK) that contains vehicu-
lar context information timestamp t, signal power(5^(^)), position((a:^(t), 
yi(t)) , speed(i；J and cumulative bytes r e c e i v e d a t time t ； 
4: 
5： The AP receives the ACK and interprets the context information {t, 
s“力)，队⑴，V, , b^{t)} for vehicle i ； 
6： 
7： / / The AP updates the average signal power Si{t) using EWMA stated 
in Subsection 4.3.4 
8： Si{t)卜 a X S^{t) + (1 — a) X s办)； 
9： 
10： II The average value Si(t) is mapped to an appropriate discrete data 
rate Ti(i) for vehicle i 
11： r人t) PowertoRate{Si{t))； 
12: 
13： I I The AP can further compute the instantaneous Priority value Piit) 
for vehicle i based on the idea in Subsection 4.3.1 
14: P,{t) ^ min[ri{t),c^{t)]； 
15： 
16： II The AP updates {t, Xi{t),队⑴，v^, b办),Pi{t)} for vehicle i in 
the associated clients' table and Pi{t) can be used in the Scheduling part 
17： t I t \ 
18: x,{t) f- x^{t)； 
19: y,{t) f - y^{t)； 
20: V^  <- Vi ] 
21: r,{t) f- u{t)； 
22: k{t) <- k{t)； 
23: P,{t) — _ ； 
24: 
25: II The AP updates the Nominal Data Rate R(t) using EWMA 
26: R{t)卜 a X r,{t) + (1 - a) x r办)； 
27： 
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lates the average signal power S i { t ) by app ly ing the E M W A oi;i 
the value of Si{t). I n l ine 11，the average value S i { t ) is mapped to 
an appropr ia te data rate r人 t) using the funct ion PowertoRate() . 
I n l ine 14, the A P can fur ther compute the P r io r i t y value P人t) 
for vehicle i using the idea described in Subsection 4.3.1. Then, 
the A P can update t , y i { t ) , Vi, n⑷，b i { t ) and P 拟 in the 
associated cl ients' table in lines 17-23. I n l ine 26, Nomina l Da ta 
Rate R{t) is updated by app ly ing the E M W A on the value of 
n ⑴ . 
In the VECADS，s Vehicle Selecting, it consists of 3 modules, the 
''Weak'' Vehicle Pool Update (Algorithm 2), the Serving Pool Up-
date ( A l g o r i t h m 3) and the Priority Value Comparison (A lgo r i t hm 
4). Now, we look at A l g o r i t h m 2. I n each round of the schedul-
ing, the A P w i l l s tar t w i t h th is a lgor i thm. I n l ine 7, the A P 
f irst checks whether there is any “weak” vehicle in the 'Weak' ' 
Vehicle Pool by examining counterweakvehpooi ‘ If yes (line 34-38), 
the A P w i l l r e tu rn and serve one vehicle at a t ime regardless of 
i ts P r i o r i t y value. Th is process is done in a round- rob in manner 
u n t i l there is no "weak" vehicle in the "Weak'' Vehicle Pool. 
Back to l ine 7, i f there is no “weak” vehicle in the ''Weak'' 
Vehicle Pool, the AP wil l construct a new “VFeaA;” Vehicle Pool 
The A P checks the vehicles tha t are in the “Sweet Zont” in l ine 
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A l g o r i t h m 2 Implementation of VECADS's Vehicle Selecting: ''Weak'' Ve-
hicle Pool Update 
1: //Initialization, goes once only 
2: counter观ak训hpooi — 0 ； 
3： 
4: //Beginning of Scheduling Routine 
5： / / "Weak'' Vehicle Pool Update, the idea is described in Subsection 4.3.3 
6: / / Check Counter of the "Weak'' Vehicle Pool, if it is 0, push "weak" 
vehicles into the Pool 
7: if counter观akvehpooi 二 0 then 
8： for each i € N{t) do 
9： II Inside “Sweet Zone,, 
10： if ( 力 ) > Xszo)3ind{x^{t) < Xszi)and{y,{t) > Yszo)and{yi{t) < 
Yszi)) then 
11： I I Cumulative bytes received is less than half of the Nominal Bytes 
Received of vehicles 
12: if b,{t) < B/2 then 
13: array观akuehpoodcounter观aki^ehpooi]卜 i.MACID ； / / store the 
MAC ID of vehicle i 
14- countGT~ij^eakveh/pool ^~ COUTitCT切eakvehpool 1 ， 
15： end if 
16： end if 
17： end for 
18： 
19： / / I f any client in the "Weak" Vehicle Pool after checking, return one 
client 
20： if countery,eakvehpooi^- = 0 then 
21 • COUTVtCTy^eakvehpool ^~ COUTltGT川eakvehpool ——1 ， 
22. return O/rTCiyyjeakvehpool COUJltC/r切eakvehpool 1 , 
23: else 
24: / / Proceed to construct the Serving Pool stated in Subsection 4.3.2 
25: R u n Routine of Serving Pool Update ； / / Algorithm 3 
26： if counterservingpooi = 0 then 
27： r e t u r n R u n Routine of Priority Value Comparison ； 
28: else 
29： / / Proceed to compare Priority values 
30： r e t u r n R u n Routine of Priority Value Comparison ； / /Al-
gorithm 4 
31： end if 
32: e n d if 
33: 
34: else 
35： I I Proceed to round-robin scheduling stated in Subsection 4.3.3 
36: COUTitCTiijeakveh/pooL ^~ COUTltCTyjeakvehpool 一 1 
37: return CLTT(iyy^eakveh.pooL COUntCTyjeakvehpool + 1. 
38： e n d if 
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10 and thei r cumulat ive bytes received are less than hal f of the 
Nomina l Bytes Received of a l l the vehicles in l ine 12. I n l ine 
13, the A P stores thei r M A C IDs. A f te r th is checking, i f the 
AP can find one client in the ''Weak'' Vehicle Pool, the AP wi l l 
re tu rn the cl ient 's M A C I D and serve one client in lines 20-22. 
I f the A P st i l l cannot find anyone in the ''Weak'' Vehicle Pool, 
i t w i l l proceed to determine al l the possible candidates by using 
Serving Pool f/pda^e(Algorithm 3) in line 25. 
For Serving Pool Update (Algorithm 3), the AP will check all 
clients in the associated table. The AP will check the ratio of 
If it is greater than 1 (lines 6-7), FlagServingi, which con-
trols the admission of vehicle i into the Serving Pool, is set to 1. 
If it is within 0.25 to 1 (lines 9-16), we use a probability model to 
determine whether vehicle i can be admitted into the Pool in this 
round of scheduling. Specifically, we use a uniform random func-
tion to generate a number called RandomNumber. FlagServingi 
will be set to 1 only if this RandomNumber is smaller than the 
Prob Threshold calculated based on If the ratio of -；^ is less 
than 0.25(lines 18-23), the AP will set the Prob Threshold to 25. 
Simi lar ly, FlagServingi w i l l be set to 1 based on the described 
calculat ion. A f te r th is process, the A P w i l l check whether 
FlagServingi of vehicle i is 1 or not . I f yes, the A P w i l l store 
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Algor i thm 3 Implementation of VECADSVehicle Selecting.. Serving Pool 
Update 
1： for each i G N(t) do 
2: / / A flag to indicate whether vehicle i should be put into the Serving 
Pool in this scheduling round 
3: FlagServingi [ 0 ; / / Assign 0 means not putting client i into the 
Pool first 
4: 
5： II Speed of vehicle i is higher than or equal to nominal speed 
6： if v^/V{t) > 1 then 
7: FlagServing^ 卜 1 ; / / Assign 1 means putting client i into the Pool 
8： 
9: else if {v,/V{t) < l)and(i; , /I /( t) > 0.25) t h e n 
10： / / A probability threshold for comparison 
11： ProbThreshold f - (yjV{t)) x 100 ； 
12: / / RandomNumber is generated randomly within (0, 100 
13： RandomNumber UniformRandom{0,100)； 
14: if RandomNumber < ProbThreshold t h e n 
15： FlagServing^ 1 ； 
16： end if 
17： 
18： else 
19： RandomN umber <— UniformRandom{0,100)； 
20： if Randomnumber < 25 then 
21： FlagServingi f - 1 ； 
22： end if 
23: end if 
24: 
25: //Now, checks the flag with 1 
26： if FlagServingi = 1 then 
27： / / A P stores the MAC address of vehicle i 
28: OjTT ay gQryyi^gpQQi COUntCT servingpool. ^~~ I. M AC ID ， 
29: / / Counter increases by one 
30: COUntCTservingpool ^~ COUTitCTgQyyiyigpQol 1 , 
31： end if 
32: end f o r / / END of constructing the Serving Pool 
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Algor i thm 4 Implementation of VECADS's Vehicle Selecting: Priority 
Value Comparison 
1： II Initializing a temporary variable M ax Prior ityV alue for storing the 
maximum Priority value for comparison 
2: Max Priority Value f - 0 ； 
3： 
4: / / Check the greatest Priority value 
5： for i = 1 to counterservingpooi do 
6： / / I f client's Priority value is greater than Max Priority Value 
7： i f i.Pi{t) > M ax Prior ityV alue then 
8： I I AP updates the maximum Priority value 
9： MaxPriorityValue ^ i.Pi{t)； 
10： end i f 
11： end fo r 
12: 
13： f o r Z = 1 t o counter servingpooi d o 
14: / / Check the clients who get the same maximum Priority value 
15： i f i.Pi{t) = Max Priority Value then 
16： / / AP stores the MAC address of client i 
17： array temp [counter p^ckdient] ^ i.MACID ； 
18: counter pickciient — counter pickdient + 1 ； 
19： end i f 
20: end fo r 
21: 
22： i f counterp^ckdient = 0 t h e n 
23: r e t u r n -1 / / Skip this scheduling round 
24: else i f counterp^ckciient = 1 t h e n 
25： / / Return the only client with the maximum Priority value 
26： r e t u r n arraytemp[^]； 
27： else 
28: / /Return one of the clients with the maximum Priority value randomly 
29: randomdient = RandomOneClient{arraytemp)； 
30： r e t u r n randomdient ； 
31： end i f 
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the M A C I D of vehicle i in to the array of Serving Pool i n l ine 
28 and the counter serving w i l l be incremented by 1 in l ine 30. 
Back to the flow of the scheduling. I n lines 26-31 of "Weak'' Ve-
hicle Pool Update (A lgo r i t hm 2)，if there is no client inside the 
Serving Pool indicated by counter serving, the AP will pick one 
client who has the highest P r io r i t y value f rom the Association 
Table. Otherwise, the A P w i l l pick the client f rom the Serving 
Pool instead. The involved algorithm is Priority Value Compar-
ison {Algorithm 4) and we ta lk about i t using the second case. 
I n lines 5-11 of A l g o r i t h m 4, the A P finds the m a x i m u m Pr io r i t y 
value among al l the clients in the Serving Pool and stores i t as 
MaximumPriority Value. I n lines 13-20, the A P stores the M A C 
IDs of the clients who have the same MaximumPriority Value 
and the value of counterpickdient w i l l be increased by 1 for each 
addi t iona l cl ient . A f te r these, in lines 22-23, i f counter pickdient 
is equal to 0, errors may happen and th is scheduling round is 
skipped. I n lines 24-26, i f counter pickdient is equal to 1, then the 
a lgor i thm w i l l re tu rn the M A C I D of the only cl ient. I n lines 
27-31, i f there are more than one client get t ing the same highest 
P r io r i t y value, the a lgor i thm w i l l re tu rn one client randomly. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Performance Evaluation of 
VECADS 
I n this chapter, we evaluate the performance of VECADS. We 
run simulations in NS2. The simulat ion results of VECADS are 
compared w i t h tha t of the I E E E 802.11 and MV-MAX. We w i l l 
f irst introduce the simulat ion scenario. Then, we w i l l discuss 
the results. 
5.1 Simulation Setup 
I n order to evaluate the performance of our scheduling scheme 
described in Section 4.4, we run extensive NS2 simulations. Sim-
ulat ion parameters are l isted in Table 5.1. The scenario is on 
a freeway w i t h 1800 vehicles passing a lane in an hour. We 
analyze the downl ink scheduling performance of a roadside A P 
110 
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Table 5.1: NS2 Simulation Parameters 
Parameters Values 
Simulation time 21Q0sec 一 
_ Number of vehicles — lOQQ 
Vehicles' speeds "{8.94, 13.41, 17.88 [m/s 
AP's carrier sensing r a n g e ^ 2QQm 
AF's transmission t h r e s h o l d s FT fires tiR^ = 4.13064e-U9W, FThreshn^ 
=2.13141e-09W, PThreshn^ = 1.71977e-
09W, PThreshR, = 9.59647e-lQW [4] 
Data traffic protocols "CBR/UDP/IP/MAC 802.11b 
MAC "IEEE 802.11b(RTS/CTS turned off) 
MAC bit rate 5.5, 2, l[Mbps 
(JBH packet size lUUObytes 
AP's Beacon interval ~lOOms 
Transmission power 100mW 一 
Transmission frequency 2.437GHz(channel 6) 一 
Antenna Gain ~Gt=Gr； A P ^ l Vehicles^j0.5, 1, 1.5[ 
Antenna Type (Jmnidirectional — 
Propagation Model Ricean and Two Ray Ground Reflection 
models 
RiceanKdB 6 — 
RiceanMaxVel 17.88m/s 
to serve the mov ing vehicles. The transmission power is set to 
lOOmW. The transmission frequency is 2.437GHz(Channel 6). 
The A P and the vehicles have one antenna on their own and 
they use Channel 6 for communicat ions only. Th is can reduce 
channel diversi ty and thus the influence of content ion can be 
examined clearly and precisely. There is no communicat ion be-
tween vehicle and vehicle. For the channel propagat ion model, 
we use the T w o Ray Ground Reflection model as the large-scale 
pa th loss model and the Ricean Fading model be the small-scale 
fading model. Channel l inks between senders and receivers are 
assumed to be asymmetr ic. We do not implement any modula-
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t i on and error model i n the physical layer. 
The A P is located at posi t ion (0, 0). I t is the sole ma jo r sender 
of packets as we assume m in ima l up l ink traf f ic sent by vehi-
cles (except A C K s ) . The A P is operated in the In f rast ructure 
mode. The Beacon interval is 100ms. Fur ther , the R T S / C T S 
handshake process is tu rned off. The A P keeps checking the 
associated clients in i ts table and schedule packets for them. In-
stead of using a backhaul server, data is d i rect ly sent f rom the 
AP. Th is can el iminate the bott leneck effect caused by l im i ted 
b a n d w i d t h in backhaul. The A P uses C B R / U D P / I P / M A C as 
the t ransmission protocols. I t uses I E E E 802.11b for the M A C 
layer. The data size is f ixed as lOOObytes so the frame won ' t be 
f ragmented in M A C layer for transmission. To ensure tha t the 
A P keeps serving clients in the coverage range, the A P always 
sends da ta to clients. 
A l l the vehicles move in same di rect ion along a straight lane. 
They keep thei r speeds th roughpu t thei r journeys. Typical ly , 
a mov ing vehicle keeps scanning on Channel 6 passively for re-
ceiving any broadcast Beacon frame f rom nearby AP. W h e n a 
vehicle receives a corrected Beacon frame, a series of connection 
establ ishment processes wh ich involve requests and replies are 
kicked off. We mod i f y on NS2 so tha t these processes are di-
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rect ly interacted by the A P and the vehicles instead of using the 
data traf f ic trace to state the t ime for the events. I n our set-
t ing, establ ishment delays incurred by authent icat ion process, 
association process, A R P lookup and appl icat ion in i t ia l i za t ion 
are opt imized[2]. A l l vehicles use stat ic IPs instead of request-
ing IPs f rom the D H C P server. The reason of using improved 
connection establishment is tha t our s tudy ma in ly focuses on im-
prov ing AP 's scheduling process rather t han shortening the t ime 
in connect iv i ty establ ishment. Also, lengthy setup can great ly 
affect the th roughputs of vehicles and per tu rb the whole evalu-
at ion results. 
I n order to produce heterogeneity in signal profiles received by 
the vehicles, we set 3 different types of antenna gains and 3 types 
of speeds. The antenna gains are classified as low-gain(0.5), 
no rma l -ga in ( l ) and high-gain(1.5). The speeds are classified as 
s low-moving speed(8.94m/s ^ 20mph), normal -mov ing speed( 
13.41m/s K 30mph) and fast-moving speed(17.88m/s ^ 40mph). 
The values of speeds are chosen f rom 16:00-16:59 of slow lane 4 
of the real mob i l i t y traces of vehicles on 1-80 Highway. 
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5.2 Simulation Results and Discussion 
For the s imula t ion results, we div ide them into two parts. The 
f i rst par t is the evaluat ion of the performance impact of different 
system parameters. The second par t is about the evaluat ion of 
dif ferent design options. 
5.2.1 Evaluation of the Performance Impact of Differ-
ent System Parameters 
Number of Associated Clients inside the AP's Coverage(N(t)) 
Figure 5.1 shows the var ia t ion on the number of associated vehic-
ular clients inside the AP ' s coverage(A^(t)) for a t o ta l s imulat ion 
t ime of 2100s. We can see tha t the number of associated clients 
does not keep at a steady level. I t varies f rom 7 to 17 and the 
average value is roughly equal to 11. Since the AP 's resources 
are contended by al l clients inside the coverage, a change in the 
number of contending clients can lead to a change in ind iv id-
ual cumulat ive bytes received by each client. Th is implies tha t 
there is a var ia t ion on the cumulat ive bytes received by al l the 
vehicular clients w i t h respect to different t ime. 
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Figure 5.1: Number of Associated Clients(N(t)) inside the AP's Coverage 
Nominal Values Calculated by Exponential Weighted Moving Av-
erage(EWMA) 
We evaluate the nomina l values calculated by the Exponent ia l 
Weighted Mov ing A v e r a g e ( E W M A ) which are mainta ined by 
the AP. They are Nomina l Da ta Rate( i? ( t ) ) , Nomina l Speed{V{t)) 
and Nomina l Bytes Rece ived( f i ( t ) ) wh ich are described in Sub-
section 4.2: 
R{t) 二 P X R{t) + (1 — / ? ) X u{t) 
V{t) 二 7 X V{t) + (1 - 7 ) X 
B{t) = 5x B{t) + ( 1 - 5 ) X 職 
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/?, 7 and 6 are set to 0.9875. We construct an 1-hour mob i l i t y 
trace tha t in the f irst 30 minutes, there are 3 speeds, the low 
speed is 8 .94m/s(20mph) , the normal speed is 13.41m/s(30mph) 
and the h igh speed is 17.88m/s(40mph). The arr ival rate is 30ve-
h ic les/minute. I n the last 30 minutes, al l speeds shif t upwards. 
There are s t i l l 3 speeds, the low speed is 13.41m/s(30mph), 
the norma l speed is 17.88m/s(40mph) and the h igh speed is 
22.35m/s(50mph) . The arr ival rate is 20vehicles/minute. A l l 
other sett ings remain unchanged as previous. 
F igure 5.2 shows the change of Nomina l D a t a Rate( i? ( t ) ) in the 
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Figure 5.2: Nominal Data Rate(R(t)) in the AP's Coverage 
simulat ion. F rom the graph, we see tha t R(t) keeps fluctuating 
bu t always returns back to 11Mbps. The reason is whenever a 
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vehicle inside the AP ' s coverage receives a data frame or Beacon 
frame, i t w i l l send an A C K frame back to the A P for upda t ing its 
vehicular context. Since some vehicles are not close to the A P 
and some vehicles experience fading, their received data rates 
are not the m a x i m u m 11Mbps. Th is leads to a drop in R{t). 
On the other hand, as a result of our scheme design, the A P 
always serves vehicles tha t are closer to i t and have the maxi-
m u m data rate, R{t) always returns to the m a x i m u m data rate 
11Mbps. The tendency of re tu rn ing to a steady level and the fast 
adapta t ion behavior of R{t) imp l y tha t /? is set appropriately. 
Thus, R{t) can act as a general denominator for normal izat ion. 
Figure 5.3 shows the change of Nomina l Speed(y ( t ) ) in the 
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Figure 5.3: Nominal Speed(V(t)) in the AP's Coverage 
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simulat ion. V{t) is updated when a vehicle leaves the AP 's 
coverage. F rom the graph, V{t) stays at a level of 13-14m/s 
f rom 0 to 1800s. I t then adapts to the changes in the vehicles' 
speeds f rom 1800 to 2400s. A f te r tha t , V{t) stays at a level of 
17-18m/s f rom 2400 to 3600s. As ment ioned before, the normal 
speed changes f rom 13.41m/s to 17.88m/s. Therefore, the result 
verifies tha t V{t) adapts correct ly to the changes. 
The per iod for the adapta t ion process is control led by the value 
of 7. We t h i n k tha t 7 should be assigned to an appropr iate 
value so t ha t V(t) remains at a steady level and acts as a nom-
ina l value for comparison for long term. On the other hand, 
V{t) needs to adapt to the changes of the vehicles' speeds. We 
per formed s imula t ion tests based on different values of 7 . We 
find t ha t by assigning 7 to be 0.9875, i t can fu l f i l l the above two 
requirements. 
F igure 5.4 shows the change of Nomina l Bytes Rece ived(5( t ) ) 
i n our s imulat ion. B{t) is updated when a vehicle leaves the 
AP ' s coverage. The s imulat ion result is s imi lar to t ha t of V{t). 
From the graph, B{t) stays at 0.6MBytes. I t then adapts to the 
changes in vehicles' speeds f rom 1800 to 2400s. A f te r tha t , B{t) 
stays at 0.95-1 .OMBytes f rom 2400 to 3600s. The shif t is due 
to the global change of traff ic flow. There are fewer vehicles in-
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Figure 5.4: Nominal Bytes Received(B(t)) in the AP's Coverage 
side the AP ' s coverage in the last 30 minutes as the arr ival rate 
changes f rom SOvehicles/minute to 20vehicles/minute. Th is im-
plies tha t fewer vehicles contend for AP 's resources at the same 
t ime inside the coverage. B y choosing a suitable value of <5, B(t) 
adapts to the change and i t is suitable to act as a threshold 
value for comparison. 
5.2.2 Evaluation of Different Design Options 
Evaluation of Normalized Proximity Parameters Q(t) and Ci{t) 
We per form s imulat ion in two-lane scenario to evaluate the use 
of normal ized p rox im i t y parameters Q( t ) and Ci(t) for calculat ing 
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the P r i o r i t y values described in Subsection 4.3.1. I n par t icu lar , 
Ci{t) is calculated as the Distance between the A P and vehi-
cle i{di{t)) at t ime t is subtracted f rom 号 and the difference is 
fur ther d iv ided by 夸.Q( t ) is calculated as mapp ing di{t) to an-
other discrete value by using a stepwise funct ion. The mapping 
func t ion is based on the received power thresholds on different 
data rates. These are calculated based on the power-distance 
re lat ionship f rom Free Space model. 
For the s imulat ion scenario, we set 4m as the center-to-center 
distance between 2 lanes and also the distance between the A P 
and the center of one lane. We use realist ic t raf f ic trace f rom 
1-80 Highway. The selected hour is 11:00-11:59. We choose 
fast lane 1 and slow lane 4. The ma in speed range is 22.35 -
36.66m/s(50 - 82mph) in fast lane 1 and 17.88 - 33.08m/s(40 -
74mph) in slow lane 4. The average speeds are roughly equal to 
30.85m/s(69mph) and 25.48m/s(57mph) in fast lane 1 and slow 
lane 4 respectively. A l l other settings remain unchanged. 
The average number of vehicles inside the AP ' s coverage is 11 
wh ich is equal to t ha t i n the single-lane scenario. However, the 
var ia t ion of the number of associated clients in 2-lane scenario 
is large. Sometimes, there are 5-6 vehicles inside the AP 's cov-
erage. The number of vehicles can j u m p to 20-22 after a whi le. 
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Figure 5.5 shows the C D F curves of the cumulat ive bytes re-
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Figure 5.5: CDF Curves of Cumulative Bytes Received of all Vehicles in 2 
Different Lanes 
ceived by the vehicles f rom the roadside A P in 2 different lanes 
w i t h the use of 2 p rox im i t y parameters Q( t ) and Ci{t). The solid 
lines show the s i tuat ion in fast lane closed to the A P and the 
do t ted lines show the s i tuat ion in slow lane far away f rom the 
AP. For convenience, we label the fast lane 1 as lane 1 and the 
slow lane 4 as lane 2. Now, we look at the solid lines. The solid 
l ine of using Q( t ) parameter is on the left of the solid l ine of 
using Ci{t) parameter. Th is implies tha t a lot of vehicles in fast 
lane get less throughputs w i t h the use of As explained 
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before, the use of Q( t ) can affect the accuracy of calculat ing the 
P r i o r i t y values. Th is increases the chance of selecting less suit-
able clients to serve in scheduling process. 
Next , we look at the dot ted lines wh ich represent the si tuat ions 
of lane 2. The two lines intersect at C D F of 0.3. Above th is in-
tersection, the l ine of using Ci(t) parameter is on the left of the 
l ine of using Ci(t) parameter. Th is s i tuat ion is simi lar to tha t 
in lane 1. Below the intersection, the condi t ion is reversed. We 
are interested in th is observation. The use of Ci(t) parameter 
in P r i o r i t y assignment can equalize vehicles w i t h i n a distance 
threshold f rom the AP. From the graph, we know tha t Ci(t) can 
help about 30% of "weak" vehicles to get more resources f rom 
the AP. A l t h o u g h "strong" vehicles get less throughputs , i t is 
w o r t h help ing "weak" vehicles to achieve Fairness scehduling. 
We compare the s i tuat ion on lane 1 w i t h tha t on lane 2 now. 
F i rs t , we look at the solid and do t ted lines of using Ci(t) param-
eter. There is an intersect ion in th is case as well. Since vehicles 
in lane 1 have an average speed higher t han tha t in lane 2，they 
have less t ime exposed to the AP ' s coverage. Thus, th roughputs 
received by the vehicles in lane 1 are lower. On the other hand, 
vehicles in lane 1 are generally closer t han vehicles in lane 2, so 
they can get more th roughputs using Ci(t). Th is explains the 
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presence of the intersection. 
For the case of using Ci{t) to calculate the Pr io r i t y values, the 
distance difference between each lane f rom its center to the A P 
is el iminated. The remained difference for lane 1 and lane 2 is 
ma in ly related to the speeds of the vehicles. Vehicles in lane 
1 have a higher average speed than vehicles in lane 2, vehicles 
in lane 1 have less t ime to download resources f rom the A P in 
general. Therefore, the solid l ine showing the s i tuat ion in lane 
1 is on the left of the do t ted line showing the s i tuat ion in lane 
2 w i t h the use of Ci{t). 
Effect of the “Sweet Zone” with Penalizing Slow-moving Vehicles 
We described the effect of placing the “Sweet Zone” in differ-
ent posit ions in Subsection 4.3.3. We now describe the result of 
p lacing the “Sweet Zone" backwards w i t h respect to the AP 's 
posi t ion. Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show the cumulat ive bytes 
received by the vehicles when they jus t pass the A P and jus t 
leave the AP 's coverage range respectively. I n th is s imulat ion, 
we apply the “Sweet Zone” w i t h penalize s low-moving vehicles 
described in Subsection 4.3.2 to help “weak” vehicles get the 
AP ' s resources. 
We div ide al l the vehicles in to 7 groups based on thei r nat-
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ura l behaviors of antennas and speeds. These 7 groups are 
Low-Ga in antennas on Fast-moving vehic les(LGF), Low-Gain 
antennas on Norma l -mov ing vehic les(LGN), Norma l -Ga in an-
tennas on Fast-moving vehic les(NGF), Norma l -Ga in antennas 
on Norma l -mov ing vehic les(NGN), Norma l -Ga in antennas on 
Slow-moving vehicles(NGS), H igh-Ga in antennas on Normal -
mov ing vehic les(HGN), H igh-Ga in antennas on Slow-moving ve-
hic les(HGS). I n each d iv ided group, we show the means, the me-
dians and the percentiles of the cumulat ive bytes received of the 
vehicles. The percentiles include Ist-percent i le, 5th-percenti le, 
50th-percenti le, 95th-percent i le and 99th-percenti le. 
F rom Figure 5.6, i t shows tha t Group L G F gets a th roughput 
mean of about 0.26Mbytes and Group N G F gets a th roughpu t 
mean of about 0.31 Mbytes. They are b o t h low due to the fast-
mov ing nature of the vehicles. F rom Figure 5.7, i t shows tha t 
the th roughpu t mean of Group L G F increases to 0.48Mbytes and 
the th roughpu t mean of Group N G F increases to 0.58Mbytes. 
F rom Figure 5.6, we clearly observe tha t the cumulat ive bytes 
received of the vehicles in the HGS and NGS Groups are pe-
nal ized as they have much t ime exposed to the A P under our 
scheme and thus they have th roughpu t means of 0.35Mbytes 
and 0.36Mbytes respectively. They are lower t han the mean of 
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0.41 Mbytes in Group H G N . Th is prob lem is al leviated by serv-
ing "weak" vehicles in the “Sweet Zone，，by the round-rob in 
scheduler. F rom Figure 5.7, the 5th-percenti les of al l the groups 
get more t h a n O.SMbytes. Th is implies tha t the use of the “Sweet 
Zone” can not only help vehicles in the weakest Group L G F , bu t 
also help “weak，，vehicles in al l other groups. 
Distribution of the Cumulative Bytes Received by the Vehicles 
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Figure 5.8: CDF Curves of Cumulative Bytes Received by all the Vehicles 
for IEEE 802.11 Scheduler and MAC, MV-MAX and Different Variations of 
VECADS 
Figure 5.8 shows the C D F curves of the cumulat ive bytes re-
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ceived by al l the vehicles for different scheduling schemes includ-
ing I E E E 802.11 Scheduler and M A C , MV-MAX and different 
var iat ions of VECADS. The left th ick solid l ine shows the result 
of I E E E 802.11 Scheduler and M A C whereas the r ight th ick solid 
l ine shows the result of MV-MAX. Other lines are our VECADS 
var ia t ion schemes. I n par t icu lar , the solid lines show VECADS 
variat ions tha t use Ci{t) to do the Pr io r i t y calculat ion. The 
do t ted lines show VECADS var iat ions tha t use Ci{t){Stepwise 
Distance(di(t)) to do the Pr io r i t y calculat ion. Q( t ) and Q( t ) are 
described in Subsection 4.3.1. 
F rom the graph, we clearly see tha t I E E E 802.11 Scheduler 
and M A C performs the worst w i t h about 75% clients receiv-
ing cumulat ive bytes less than 0.1 Mbytes. A l l other schedul-
ing schemes per form much bet ter w i t h nearly 98% clients re-
ceiving more t han O. lMbytes. The poor performance of I E E E 
802.11 Scheduler and M A C can be explained in t e rm of the 
scheduling management. Specifically, I E E E 802.11 scheduler 
uses round- rob in scheduling to deliver packets to the associ-
ated clients. Unl ike other scheduling schemes which always serve 
clients in good channel condit ions w i t h m a x i m u m t ransmi t M A C 
data r a t e ( l l M b p s ) , I E E E 802.11 scheduler also serves clients 
who experience poor channel condit ions w i t h low t ransmi t data 
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rates(1Mbps, 2Mbps) . The channel occupat ion t ime for deliver-
ing a frame using low data rate is longer t han using h igh data 
rate. Also, the fluctuated channel condit ions reduce the success-
fu l chance in t r ansm i t t i ng a frame. Retransmissions are involved 
most probably. For resending a frame, the A P needs to undergo 
b inary exponent ia l backoff procedure tr iggered by D is t r ibu ted 
Coord ina t ion Func t i on (DCF) in M A C layer. Th is wastes valu-
able t ime for del iver ing da ta to ind iv idua l cl ient, especially in 
the Dr i ve - th ru Internet scenarios. The inefficiency in del ivering 
low-data-rate frames and the incurred delays account for the 
unsatisf ied performance of I E E E 802.11 Scheduler and M A C . 
We now compare the performance of dif ferent VECADS varia-
t i on schemes w i t h t ha t of MV-MAX. For the VECADS varia-
t ions, add i t iona l vehicular context in format ion, i.e. the distance 
between the A P and the vehicle, is used to leverage the schedul-
ing process whereas MV-MAX only serves client who has jus t 
received the highest M A C data rate. F rom the graph, the 3 
sol id lines, wh ich use di( t ) , lie to the r ight of the l ine show-
ing MV-MAX. Th is means tha t these VECADS var iat ions in 
general provide more th roughputs for the clients and per form 
bet ter t han MV-MAX. I t also implies tha t w i t h addi t iona l ve-
hicular context in format ion, other t han jus t using noisy channel 
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parameter, can leverage High System Throughput in the schedul-
ing process. Note tha t for the Vehicular Context-awared scheme, 
nearly 10% of clients get less bytes than MV-MAX. Th is is be-
cause a str ic t rule is appl ied on the scheduling process. On ly 
clients who are close to the A P and experience good channel 
condit ions are selected to serve and others are ignored. 
The use of round- rob in scheduling in the “Sweet Zone，，can help 
those starved clients. Compared the lines of Helping "Weak'' 
Vehicles m the “Sweet Zone” and Helping ''Weak'' Vehicles but 
Penalizing Slow-moving Vehicles schemes wi th the lines of MV-
MAX and Vehicular Context-aw ared schemes, we can see the 
effect of helping starved clients expl ic i t ly in the “Sweet Zone，，. 
The smal l ver t ica l lines located at 0.3Mbytes show a lot of 
“weak” clients are served in the “Sweet Zone”, Th is 0.3Mbytes 
threshold is determined by the hal f of the nomina l bytes received 
B(t) at t ime t described in Section 4.2. 
We fur ther observe tha t penal iz ing s low-moving vehicles can 
have a bet ter scheduling management to help the starved clients. 
F rom the graph, a l though the l ine of Helping "Weak'' Vehi-
cles but Penalizing Slow-moving Vehicles scheme shifts close to 
the l ine of MV-MAX s ta r t ing f rom the upper 50% “strong” 
clients, the line of Helping ''Weak'' Vehicles but Penalizing Slow-
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moving Vehicles scheme starts to deviate f rom the l ine of Helping 
"Weak'' Vehicles in the “Sweet Zone” scheme at CDF of 0.15. 
They intersect at C D F of 0.5. Suppose there is a capacity l im i t 
on del iver ing packets to clients by the AP, reserving some slots 
f r om those “s t rong” clients to serve “weak” clients can have a 
bet ter management on resource al locat ion. 
Next , we discuss the 3 do t ted lines which use Stepwise Dis-
tance(){ci{t)). For the Vehicular Context-awared with Stepwise 
Distance0 scheme, 75% of clients get a few more throughputs 
t han t ha t of MV-MAX. They are ma in ly "weak" and normal 
clients. For the other 25% "strong" clients, the received through-
puts are s imi lar to those in MV-MAX. For the other two schemes, 
Helping "Weak'' Vehicles in the “Sweet Zone” with Stepwise 
Distance0 and Helping "Weak'' Vehicles but Penalizing Slow-
moving Vehicles with Stepwise Distance(), around 65% of "weak" 
and norma l clients get much more th roughputs t han those clients 
i n MV-MAX whereas the other 35% clients get less throughputs 
t han those in MV-MAX. Th is is not surpr is ing tha t "strong" 
clients receive less resources f rom the A P as we help “weak” 
clients exp l ic i t l y by app ly ing the “Sweet Zone” or even penal-
iz ing the s low-moving vehicles. However, the th roughputs of 
"strong" clients obta ined f rom using (Q( t ) ) (3 solid lines) are 
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much more than those using Q( t ) (3 dot ted lines). We suggest 
t ha t using Q(t ) can equalize clients who have different behav-
iors. For example, using Ci{t) to calculate the P r io r i t y values, a 
vehicle achieves its m a x i m u m receive data rate l l M b p s and is 
-30m far away f rom the A P and a vehicle achieves its m a x i m u m 
receive data rate l l M b p s and is -20m far away f rom the AP, the 
calculated Pr io r i t y values are the same. B y h id ing the detai led 
geographical in format ion, the A P w i l l serve these 2 clients more 
evenly and fa i r ly by random pick ing in a certain per iod of t ime, 
though the accuracy on determin ing the P r io r i t y values w i l l be 
affected. 
I n the fo l lowing parts, we focus on discussing our 2 VECADS 
var ia t ion schemes, the Vehicular Context-awared scheme labeled 
as VECADS w/o (w i thou t Starvat ion Avoidance) and the 
Helping ''Weak'' Vehicles but Penalizing Slow-moving Vehicles 
with Stepwise Distance() scheme labeled as VECADS w/ 574(with 
Starvat ion Avoidance). VECADS w/o SA scheme makes use of 
signal and p rox im i t y parameters and aims to achieve System 
Throughput Maximization. VECADS w/ SA scheme makes use 
of different vehicular context parameters and includes al l the 
modules in Vehicle Selecting described in Section 4.4 and aims 
to achieve Fairness. 
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Distribution of the Cumulative Bytes Received by the Vehicles in 
the Selected Groups 
For detai led evaluation, we div ide al l the vehicles in to 7 groups 
based on thei r na tu ra l behaviors of antennas and speeds as 
stated in previous. Since some of the groups exhib i t s imi lar 
behaviors, we only include 3 groups here, the L G F group(the 
"weakest" group), the N G N group( the normal group) and the 
HGS group (the "strongest" group). Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 
show the C D F curves of the cumulat ive bytes received by the 
vehicles in L G F , N G N and HGS groups respectively. 
I n F igure 5 .9 (LGF) , al l “weak” clients under our VECADS w/ 
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SA scheme get higher th roughputs t han those clients under MV-
MAX. Th is means tha t the scheme can help "weak" clients to 
get da ta to a certa in extent. For the VECADS w/o SA scheme, 
w i t h an except ion of about 5% clients get lower th roughputs 
t h a n those clients under MV-MAX^ al l other clients get higher 
th roughputs t h a n those under MV-MAX. The reason for the ex-
cept ion is about the st r ic t rule on p ick ing clients to serve and 
i t has been described in previous par t . Note tha t s imi lar phe-
nomenon also appears in other groups, see Figure 5.10(NGN). 
I n the Figure 5.11(HGS), we f ind tha t s low-moving vehicles are 
get less th roughputs in VECADS w/ SA scheme than those ve-
hicles in MV-MAX. Those slow-moving vehicles are penalized 
reasonably under the idea described in Subsection 4.3.2 w i t h 
most clients get t ing at least O.SMbytes th roughpu t data in the 
scheme. For the VECADS w/o SA scheme, we find tha t most of 
the clients get less th roughputs t han those vehicles in MV-MAX. 
Th is is because those clients regarded as the "strongest" clients 
in MV-MAX are having less t ime and oppo r tun i t y to be served 
by the A P in the presence of the str ic t rule on p ick ing clients in 
VECADS w/o SA scheme. Besides, the real locat ion of serving 
slots to serve normal and "weak" clients in the presence of a ca-
paci ty l im i t on del iver ing data lowers the received th roughputs 
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of the clients in th is "strongest" group. 
One interest ing po in t in our f indings is tha t less than 1% clients 
receive less than 0.3Mbytes observed f rom our numerical re-
sults. We see tha t even apply ing the “Sweet Zone” to help 
some "weak" clients is s t i l l failed. One reason for th is is the late 
appearance of these "weak" clients in the AP 's associated table 
due to late association or late update of instantaneous vehicu-
lar context. Thus, we argue tha t apply ing the “Sweet Zone” to 
help "weak" clients expl ic i t ly is on a best effort basis but not a 
guarantee basis. 
Distribution of M A C Data Rates 
We now examine the data rate d is t r ibu t ion of different schedul-
ing schemes. I n our s imulat ion, we use I E E E 802.11b as the 
M A C layer protocol , so we have 4 discrete data rates, i.e. 11Mbps, 
5.5Mbps, 2Mbps and 1Mbps. Figure 5.12 shows the d is t r ibu-
t i on of data rates on transmissions and receptions for the f irst 
a t tempts of dif ferent scheduling schemes. Figure 5.13 shows the 
d is t r ibu t ion of data rates on transmissions and receptions for 
al l the at tempts inc lud ing those in retransmissions of different 
scheduling schemes. 
B o t h of the figures, we can clearly see tha t the bar for I E E E 
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Figure 5.12: Data Rate Distribution on Transmissions and Receptions of 
All the First Attempts for IEEE 802.11 Scheduler and MAC, MV-MAX, 
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Figure 5.13: Data Rate Distribution on Transmissions and Receptions of 
All the Attempts including Retries for IEEE 802.11 Scheduler and MAC, 
MV-MAX, VECADS w/o SA and VECADS w/ SA 
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802.11 Scheduler and M A C is the lowest for b o t h the trans-
missions and receptions. Besides, the po r t i on of the m a x i m u m 
t ransmi t data rate 11Mbps is roughly equal to the sum of the 
po r t i on of the low t ransmi t data rates 5.5Mbps, 2Mbps and 
1Mbps in the f irst t ransmission at tempts. F rom Figure 5.13, we 
can also observe tha t a large po r t i on of re t ransmi t t ing frames 
are in low data rates 2Mbps and 1Mbps in the transmissions. 
However, most of these frames are fai led to be delivered as seen 
in the receptions. 
MV-MAX has a lower received System Throughput than our 
VECADS w/o SA and VECADS w/ SA schemes. We can see 
t ha t MV-MAX gets more retries in 5.5Mbps by compar ing Fig-
ure 5.12 w i t h Figure 5.13. I t is suggested tha t sometimes signal 
parameter is noisy and unreliable. We have to add supplemen-
ta ry vehicular context in fo rmat ion like the distance f rom the A P 
to the vehicle to increase accuracy and re l iab i l i ty in scheduling 
and the rate adapta t ion processes. 
For MV-MAX, VECADS w/o SA and VECADS w/ &4 schemes, 
most frames are sent at the m a x i m u m data rate 11Mbps in f irst 
t ransmission at tempts. From Figure 5.13, the use of 5.5Mbps is 
ma in ly t r iggered by the retransmission design in our auto-rate 
a lgor i thm. For the VECADS w/o SA scheme, there are fewer 
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retransmissions compared w i t h MV-MAX since supplementary 
vehicular context in fo rmat ion is used in th is scheme. For the 
VECADS w/ SA scheme, there are more retransmissions com-
pared w i t h the VECADS w/o SA scheme. The reason of th is 
is the use of Ci{t) wh ich reduces the accuracy in p ick ing " r ight " 
clients to serve. 
System Throughput Maximization and Fairness 
Scheme Average Bytes Normalized 1-percentile of the Jain's 
Received Per Ve- Throughput Cumulative Bytes Index 
hide Per Drive- Received Per Ve-
thru(MBytes) hide Per Drive-
thru(MBytes) 
IEEE 802.11 “ 0.0712 0.125 ~a01 0.695 — 
MV-MAX “ 0.569 1 0.103 0.727 — 
VECADS w/o SA 0.663 1.16 0.045 0.730 
VECADS w/ SA 0.608 1.07 0.309 0.895 一 
Table 5.2: Average Bytes Received Per Vehicle Per Drive-thru, Normalized 
Throughput, 1-percentile of the Cumulative Bytes Received Per Vehicle Per 
Drive-thru and Fairness (Jain's Index) of Different Scheduling Schemes 
Table 5.2 shows the average bytes received per vehicle per 
dr ive- thru , normal ized th roughpu t , the 1-percenti le of the cu-
mulat ive bytes received per vehicle per d r ive- th ru and Jain's 
Index(fairness) of using different scheduling schemes inc lud ing 
I E E E 802.11 Scheduler and M A C , MV-MAX, VECADS w/o SA 
and VECADS w/ SA. We use cumulat ive bytes received of al l 
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the vehicles by the end of s imulat ion to do the calculations. To 
evaluate the 1-percenti le of the cumulat ive bytes received per ve-
hicle per dr ive- thru , we sort the received bytes of al l the vehicles 
and take the the value of the 1-percenti le in each scheme. For 
the average bytes received per vehicle per dr ive- thru, we s imply 
add al l the ind iv idua l th roughput of each vehicle together and 
div ide the sum w i t h the to ta l number of vehicles. To evaluate 
the normal ized th roughpu t , we normal ize each average bytes re-
ceived per vehicle per d r ive- th ru by the value of MV-MAX. To 
evaluate the Fairness quant i ta t ive ly , we calculate the Jain's In-
dex by using Equat ion (2.4) described in Subsection 2.1.4. 
F rom the co lumn of the average bytes received per vehicle per 
dr ive- thru, we see tha t I E E E 802.11 Scheduler and M A C per-
forms the worst w i t h the value of about O.OTMbytes. F rom the 
co lumn of normal ized th roughpu t , we fur ther see tha t the av-
erage bytes received per vehicle per d r ive- th ru of I E E E 802.11 
Scheduler and M A C is only about 13% of MV-MAX. I t is sug-
gested tha t I E E E 802.11 round- rob in scheduler can' t leverage 
High System Throughput in the scheduling process. We also ob-
serve f rom the co lumn of normal ized th roughput tha t VECADS 
w/o SA scheme gets the highest average bytes received per ve-
hicle per d r ive- th ru of about 16% more tha t MV-MAX. For 
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VECADS w/ SA scheme, i t gets 7% more tha t MV-MAX. Th is 
fu r ther proves tha t the use of addi t iona l vehicular context infor-
ma t i on can provide accuracy in the scheduling process and to 
achieve High System Throughput. 
For the 1-percenti le of the cumulat ive bytes received per vehi-
cle per dr ive- thru , I E E E 802.11 Scheduler and M A C performs 
the worst again w i t h the value of O.OlMBytes. MV-MAX has 
a value of O.lOSMBytes tha t performs better than VECADS 
w/o SA scheme of the value of 0.045MBytes. VECADS w/ 
SA scheme performs the best w i t h the value of 0.309MBytes. 
Since VECADS w/o SA scheme has a st r ic t rule in selecting 
clients to serve, some of the vehicles cannot get enough resources 
compared w i t h MV-MAX. For the VECADS w/ SA scheme, 
as we use Q( t ) in calculat ing the P r io r i t y value and we apply 
the “Sweet Zone” w i t h penal iz ing s low-moving vehicles, most 
"weak" vehicles can get enough resources f rom the AP. 
For the Fairness issue, we need to see the column of Jain's Index. 
Surprisingly, I E E E 802.11 Scheduler and M A C scheme performs 
the worst w i t h the lowest Jain's Index of 0.695. Th is implies 
tha t I E E E 802.11 Scheduler and M A C scheme is less fair among 
al l the schemes. F rom Figure 5.8, the th roughpu t of each vehi-
cle under I E E E 802.11 Scheduler and M A C scheme is low. We 
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t h i nk tha t an addi t iona l higher th roughput received by a vehi-
cle can greatly affect the Fairness calculation in Jain's Index. 
This explains why I E E E 802.11 Scheduler and M A C scheme has 
the lowest Jain's Index. Next , we examine other schemes. We 
find tha t the Jain's Index of MV-MAX is less than those in 
VECADS w/o SA and VECADS w/ SA schemes. Jain's In-
dex of MV-MAX is 0.727 whereas Jain's Index of VECADS 
w/o SA is 0.73. For the VECADS w/ SA scheme, its Jain's 
Index is 0.895. Th is is the highest Jain's Index among al l the 
scheduling schemes. Th is fur ther proves tha t the uses of Ci{t) 
and the “Sweet Zone” w i t h penal iz ing s low-moving vehicles to 
help "weak" vehicles can equalize vehicles possessing different 
behaviors and to achieve Fairness in advance. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Discussion 
To conclude, our work is targeted for the downl ink scheduler of 
a roadside A P on the highway situations. The contr ibut ions of 
the thesis include: 
1. We per form analysis on real mobi l i t y traces collected f rom 
1-80 Highway in Berkeley, Cali fornia, USA and run trace-
dr iven simulations to evaluate scheduling performance of 
I E E E 802.11 to serve as a baseline for comparison. 
2. We propose a new scheduling a lgor i thm called VEhicu lar 
Context-Aware Downstream Scheduling( VECADS)^ which 
makes use of the vehicular context to help downl ink schedul-
ing process. Instead of focusing only on System Throughput 
Maximization, VECADS also takes Fairness into account. 
I n part icular , we t r y to help “weak” vehicles to get AP's 
resources and avoid starvation. 
142 
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3. We propose a receiver-based rate adaptat ion a lgor i thm based 
on the received signal powers of Beacon frames in the pres-
ence of channel fading to leverage the automatic M A C b i t 
rate selection process in dynamic environments. 
4. We study the system performance w i t h various downl ink 
schedulers under the effect of heterogeneities in vehicles' 
speeds and antenna gains. The differences can lead to dif-
ferent signal profiles received by all the vehicles and thus 
difference in the cumulat ive bytes received by the vehicles. 
There are two interesting questions for VECADS. The first one 
is “Can VECADS be applied to regular publ ic W i F i system?" 
Pr imar i ly , VECADS is based on the I E E E 802.11 implementa-
tions. The difference is the explicit Acknowledge ( A C K ) imple-
mentat ion whenever the clients receive any AP 's beacon frame. 
Assume the A P is VECA/?S'-enabled, i f the client's device is 
incompatible w i t h VECADS, the A P needs to keep track of the 
cumulat ive data sent to this client in the outgoing queue. We 
can set a default threshold value for sending data to these clients, 
the bot t le line for this mechanism is to give system resource to 
them and avoid starvation. 
The second question is "Can VECADS serve a mix ture of clients 
including those on vehicles and the pedestrians?" As describe 
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before, our ma in goal is to avoid starvat ion. For the pedestri-
ans, they can' t send any vehicular context in fo rmat ion to the 
AP, the scheduler can only analyze the fed back signal strengths 
f rom them. Normal ly , the pedestrians should have long connec-
t i on t ime and most ly they can get enough cumulat ive data due 
to the i r slow movement in the AP 's coverage. W h a t we want 
to do here is to make sure tha t the pedestrians can s t i l l receive 
data in every t ime interval. Therefore, i f the A P believes a client 
to be a pedestr ian, for every pre-defined t ime interval, say 10s, 
the A P can check the cumulat ive bytes sent to the pedestr ian in 
the interval and give some slots for the pedestr ian to download 
data. 
I n real i ty, vehicular clients may also upload data when they en-
counter a roadside AP. H idden terminals prob lem w i l l happen in 
advance. Also, variable frame sizes are involved in the transmis-
sions. I t is possible tha t large frames are less robust to fading 
compared w i t h smal l frames. On the other hand, i f the A P 
keeps sending smal l frames, i t increases header overheads and 
thus affects System Throughput. Clearly, t r ansm i t t i ng different 
frame sizes can be another issue on balancing between System 
Throughput Maximization and Fairness. We wi l l include them 
i n fu ture work. 
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• End of chapter. 
Appendix A 
Average Bytes Received by a 
Moving Vehicle from a 
Roadside AP 
Suppose a roadside A P is operated in auto-rate transmission 
mode and the t ransmi t t ing rate is dependent on the distance 
between the A P and the moving vehicle. The average bytes 
received by a moving vehicle f rom the A P can be calculated by 
means of service t ime [8, 7]: 
K 下 
Y — 丄 V b I laug — \ 乙 rp 
Xeff t t T 
Yavg is the average number of bytes received by a moving vehicle 
f rom the AP ; p is the steady-state probabi l i ty when at least 1 
vehicle is in the AP's coverage range; Xeff is the effective arrival 
rate of vehicles to the AP's coverage range; K is the to ta l number 
of regions of different transmission rates passed by the moving 
vehicle; B i is the transmission M A C bi t rate of the A P in region 
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i ] Ti is the exposure t ime of the moving vehicle to the A P in 
region i; T is the t o ta l t ime of the mov ing vehicle staying inside 
the AP 's coverage range. 
Since the distance of the regions are set by our own and the 
speeds of vehicles can be adjusted, J ] can be calculated by: 
V 
L i is the distance of region i where the AP ' s transmission rate 
is Bi\ V is the constant speed of vehicle when the vehicle passes 
the AP 's coverage. 
Appendix B 
Distribution of the Cumulative 
Bytes Received by Vehicles 
from a Roadside AP 
First , we introduce the steady-state probabi l i ty pn when N ve-
hicles are in the AP 's coverage[8, 7]: 
Pn = V ) 丨 — — for 0 < A/^  < C 
Tlom”i\ — — 
A is the mean arr ival rate of vehicles (We use the hourly traff ic 
flow rate f rom the traff ic trace); T is the to ta l exposure t ime of 
the moving vehicle to the AP ; C is the system capacity which 
represents the max imum number of vehicles inside the AP's cov-
erage. 
The d is t r ibu t ion of the appl icat ion bytes received by the vehi-
cles f rom the roadside A P can be calculated by means of the 2-
D continuous-t ime Markov chain[53]. The states of the Markov 
chain's system are represented by (d; N). d is the number of 
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vehicles leaving the AP 's coverage and N is the t o ta l number of 
vehicles in the AP 's coverage. 
Assume al l vehicles move in constant and same speed. I f a vehi-
cle enters the AP ' s coverage as one of the i vehicles and exact ly 
i — \ vehicles leaves the AP 's coverage when tha t vehicle leaves 
the AP 's coverage, then the d is t r ibu t ion of the appl icat ion bytes 
received by vehicles is: P roh{YT > x } = 
V V ProbjYT >x,Xt = J\Xo = (0;Z)} 
where 
Pj 
Yt is the number of bytes received by the mov ing vehicle; C 
is the system capacity which represents the m a x i m u m number 
of vehicles inside the AP 's coverage; E is the set of f inal state 
of the 2-D cont inuous-t ime Markov chain, where E = { ( i — 
1; 1), ( i — 1; 2 ) , ( z — 1; C ) } ; j is the state in t ime T and j G E] 
I is the dis joint subsets of the state space; p i - i and p j are the 
steady-state probabi l i t ies and can be calculated by the equat ion 
described before; Q is the inf in i tes imal generator ma t r i x of the 
2-D Markov chain which is calculated as: 
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A, m = � d . , N), n= ( d ; i V + l )， 
for 0<d<i-l, i - d < N < C - l 
A, m = {d]N), n = ( d + l ; i V - l ) , 
for 0<d<z-2, i-d<N <C 
A, m {d] N), n = ( � i 一 
'Q]m,n = for d = i - l , i-d<N <C 
—A, m = n = {d] N), 
for 0<d<i-l, N = C 
- 2 A , m 二 n 二 (d; N), 
for 0 < d < z - 1, i-d<N<C~l 
0, otherwise 
• End of chapter. 
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